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The West Texas Permian Basin covers an area

about 300 miles long north to south and

between 250 miles to 300 miles wide, or more

than 86,000 sq miles. It includes 52 Texas and

New Mexico counties. The oil industry got its

start in the Permian Basin in 1921 with the com-

pletion of a 2,498-ft-deep well located in Mitchell

County on the Permian Basin’s east side. More

discoveries quickly followed so that by the mid-

1920s the Permian Basin drilling boom was well

under way. Today the Permian Basin is responsi-

ble for approximately 17% of the total US petro-

leum production.

While the oil industry and America are excited

about the potential of the current shale gas/oil

plays, the producing formations are not new to

geologists. Geologists have been aware of them for

decades. They are a basic part of the standard petro-

leum system. There have been a number of “petro-

leum systems” proposed over the years; they all have

these three major lithologic components:

• A petroleum source rock, often an organic-

rich shale, which is the petroleum system’s

hydrocarbon source. However, it does not

have to be shale. Source rock can be any num-

ber of rock types including shale, mudstone,

limestone, or siltstone, and the list goes on.

The actual lithology does not matter as much

as the fact that it is rich in organic matter and

has been buried to a sufficient depth, heat,

and pressure to generate mobile hydrocar-

bons. The one thing that all source rock has

in common is that it was typically deposited

in a low oxygen (hypoxic or dysoxic) or an

oxygen-free (anoxic) freshwater or saltwater

basin environment; 

• A petroleum reservoir rock, typically a porous

clastic or carbonate rock with sufficient per-

meability to allow hydrocarbons contained

in the rock to readily flow through the rock

to the wellbore; and

• A petroleum reservoir seal rock, normally a

low porosity/permeability rock such as shale,

overlying the petroleum reservoir, entrapping

the hydrocarbons within the reservoir rock.

Quite often, such as with the Eagle Ford

Shale and Woodbine sandstone duo, the

Eagle Ford Shale overlying the Woodbine

sandstone is not only the reservoir seal; it is

also the reservoir source rock.

Given the right source rock lithology com-

bined with accurate horizontal drilling via

geosteering and modern hydraulic fracturing, oil-

men are finally able to coax economic hydrocar-

bon riches from this long-known resource. 

This report will focus on the Cline, Wolfcamp,

and Bone Spring shale plays, although the Per-

mian Basin is an outstanding petroleum province

comprising much more than just these three

plays – a whole lot more.  

In the beginning  

At the end of the Upper Paleozoic Mississippian

Period (325 million years ago), the North Ameri-

can land mass, part of an early supercontinent

known as Euramerica, was located just below the

Almost 100 years after an initial completion in Mitchell County,

the West Texas giant continues to offer potential. 

The Prolific Permian

Basin Still Pays 

By Steve Thornhill
Contributing Editor 
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equator. Paleozoic strata making up today’s Per-

mian Basin, mainly carbonates, were being

deposited on the western coast of Euramerica on

a broad shallow continental shelf. The shelf had

a slowly subsiding area that geologists named

the Tobosa Basin. This early basinal area was not

tectonically active. However, it had a central basin

high area and underwent several periods of sub-

aerial exposure and erosion, between periods of

submergence and renewed deposition. These sub-

aerial exposure periods were due to global sea-

level f luctuations caused by continental

glaciation. Another supercontinent, Gondwana,

was located in the South Pole region, and during

this period it became a platform for numerous

continental glaciation episodes resulting in many

significant sea-level changes. This movement

caused the subsequent Tobosa Basin erosion and

deposition. As time marched forward 25 million

years through the Pennsylvanian Period, plate

tectonics caused Gondwana to break apart into

many of today’s continental landmasses. The

South American and African plates separated

from Gondwana, moving northward toward the

North American Plate section of Euramerica. This

movement caused the broad continental shelf

PERMIAN BASIN: OVERVIEW

The petroleum-rich Permian Basin in West Texas and southeastern New Mexico includes the Wolfcamp, Bone Spring,

and Cline plays, among others. (Used with permission from Devon Energy)  
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and the Tobosa Basin to buckle,

retiring the Tobosa Basin and

causing the Permian Basin to

form in its place. As plate move-

ment continued, the Permian

Basin buckled further into three

smaller basins, the Delaware

Basin, the adjoining Midland

Basin, and the southeast Val

Verde Basin. In between the

Delaware and Midland Basins,

tectonic uplift was forming the

Central Basin Platform, while

north of the three basins was the

Matador Uplift and Northwest-

ern Shelf, a less tectonically

involved area remaining from

the earlier Tobosa Basin. West of

the Delaware Basin was the Dia-

blo Platform. South of the Per-

mian Basin the collision between

the South American and African

plates with the North American

Plate created the Marathon-Oua-

chita Fold Belt. 

Mountain rain shadows block-

ing precipitation were formed,

causing desertification in adjoin-

ing land areas. Because there was

only sparse rainfall, much of the

basin’s sand, silt, and shale (clas-

tic) deposition was from wind-

blown or eolian sources. In

addition, surficial erosion from

infrequent rains falling on nearby

uplifted areas supplied a limited

amount of clastic and rede-

posited carbonate sediments as

well. This lack of clastic sediment

deposition allowed the building

of vast carbonate reef systems.

The oldest oil play focused on in

this report, the Cline Formation,

was deposited during the Late

Pennsylvanian Period.

By the beginning of the Upper

Paleozoic Early Permian Period,

PERMIAN BASIN: OVERVIEW

Stratigraphic columns describe the extensive Permian Basin.  (Source: modified from

M.M. Ball, 1995, USGS)
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PERMIAN BASIN: OVERVIEW

tectonic activities were ending with the continued

thrusting of the Marathon-Ouachita Fold Belt

forming the Marathon Mountains located adja-

cent to and south of the Delaware Basin. The

Wolfcamp and Bone Spring formations were

deposited during the early to middle Permian

Period. By mid-Permian the area had become tec-

tonically inactive, with periodic sea-level changes,

probably from polar glaciation, continuing to

cause alternating periods of subaerial erosion and

deposition. From the late Permian through the

Triassic, the Permian Basin slowly filled with sed-

iments and its seawater sources became cut off.

The remaining basinal seawater, as well as peri-

odic seawater replenishments from sea-level high-

stand periods, evaporated leaving vast evaporite

deposits. Ultimately, the sediment-starved basins

gradually filled with carbonate, evaporate, and

red bed clastic sediments.  

The Mesozoic Era from the Jurassic through

the Cretaceous was a period of global tectonic

change, the ancestral Gulf of Mexico was formed

and with it the Tethys Seaway opened up between

the North American Plate and the South Ameri-

can and African Plates. However, the Permian

Basin remained inactive becoming a broad conti-

nental shelf with no additional tectonic uplift 

or subsidence. 

Sub-basins and platforms: 

Midland and Delaware basins 

The Midland Basin covers an area approximately

240 miles north to south and 90 miles wide. The

basin subsided at a vastly different rate from east

to west with more subsidence occurring in the

southwestern basin area. Because of the differing

east to west subsidence rates, the Midland Basin

is an asymmetrical basin that deepens to the west

and southwest with complex folds and faults

along its arbitrary eastern boundary. The Mid-

land Basin did not have nearly as much tectonic

subsidence as did the Delaware Basin to the west.

The Delaware Basin covers an area approxi-

mately 200 miles north to south and 100 miles

wide. With a sedimentary thickness of over 30,000

ft, of which 20,000 ft were Pennsylvanian and

Permian sediments, the Delaware Basin has the

deepest and thickest sedimentary deposits of the

two sub-basins.

Throughout the Permian Basin carbonate reef

deposition predominates on the shelve edges sur-

rounding the deep basins. During the late Pennsyl-

vanian and Permian periods the deeper basinal areas

became stagnant and hypoxic or anoxic. Much of

the sedimentary deposition during this period was

organic-rich lime mud redeposited from shallow

water shelf reef systems. While the Midland and

Delaware basins underwent active subsidence dur-

ing the Pennsylvanian and Permian periods, the

Central Basin Platform, located between the two

basins, was uplifted thousands of feet above sea

level. As a result of this uplift and subsequent ero-

sion, numerous sand and silt layers were deposited

across the basins. Since much of the uplifted strata

was carbonate rock, a good deal of carbonate sedi-

ments were eroded, carried basin-ward by clastic

debris flows, distributary channels, and finally rede-

posited in the deep basins. Active subsidence caused

the Delaware Basin to reach a water depth of 1,500

ft; the Midland Basin water depth is thought to

have been shallower. Algae and planktonic organ-

isms thrived in the shallower depths of the two

basins, creating a constant rain of organic detritus

into the deeper hypoxic and anoxic basin areas. The

lack of deep basin oxygen caused the organic mate-

rial to be preserved in the bottom sediments. 

Clastic debris from nearby mountainous areas

around the Delaware Basin and the Central Basin

Platform between the Delaware and Midland Basins

was carried out onto the basins edges through near

shore channels, building arkosic clastic sediment

platforms out into the deeper basin areas. When a

channel would become abandoned limestone reefs

would form over the remaining platform. In many

shelf edge areas the clastic platforms became unsta-

ble with the weight of the overlying reef, causing the

underlying platform to fail and slump, dropping the

overlying platform and reef down-slope into the

deep basin. Because the eastern edge of the Midland

Basin was not undergoing the rapid subsidence like

the western side of the basin, and there weren’t the

mountainous sediment sources, the eastern side of

the Midland Basin had a greater amount of reef

building extending out into the basin.

8 | March 2013 | hartenergy.com
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Val Verde Basin

The Val Verde Basin is the smallest of the Permian

Basin sub-basins. The Val Verde Basin is an exten-

sion of the Delaware and Midland basins that was

separated by a small tectonic uplift called the

Ozona Arch. The basin is a late Paleozoic foredeep

basin formed in front of the Marathon-Ouachita

Fold Belt. The southern Val Verde Basin shelf is

filled with more than 15,000 ft of granite wash and

related arkosic clastic sediments shed from the

adjacent Marathon Mountains created by the

advancing South American and African plates.

As in both of the Delaware and Midland

basins, carbonate sediments predominate. Depo-

sition and organic sediment preservation in the

hypoxic/anoxic Val Verde Basin depths is similar

to that in the Delaware and Midland basins. 

Central Basin Platform

The Central Basin Platform, positioned between

the Delaware and Midland basins, is the location

of some of the most prolific oil fields in the US.

This platform represents an area that was being

uplifted as the Midland and Delaware basins on

either side were subsiding. Huge nearly vertical

faults with throws in excess of 1,000 ft bounded

the Central Basin Platform on either side. In addi-

tion, geologists have found evidence of strike-

PERMIAN BASIN: OVERVIEW
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slip faulting as well. Because this area was

uplifted above sea level, it was subject not only to

surface erosion, but much of the areas limestone

layers became karsted as well as dolomitized. Cav-

ernous porosity is not uncommon in conven-

tional Central Basin Platform oil fields. 

Northwest and Eastern shelves

The Northwest and Eastern shelves are remnants

of the former pre-Pennsylvanian Tobosa Basin.

Because these areas were without subsidence or

uplift they were subject to periodic erosion and

redeposition as the late Paleozoic sea levels

changed due to periodic continental polar glacia-

tion occurrences.

The Midland Basin Cline (Canyon/Cisco)

– Late Pennsylvanian  

The Midland Basin Cline Formation also is called

the Canyon/Cisco formations, not only in the Mid-

land Basin, but in other Permian Basin areas as well.

Though listed as late Pennsylvanian, the Cline For-

mation is thought by some researchers to be a lower

part of the Permian age Wolfcamp Formation. The

Cline Formation is found in an area that is approx-

imately 140 miles north to south and 70 miles wide,

located east of Midland along the eastern flank of

the Midland Basin and on the Eastern Shelf at

depths of around 9,000 ft or more. 

Underlying the Permian age Wolfcamp For-

mation, the Cline Formation was deposited dur-

PERMIAN BASIN: OVERVIEW
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ing a marine transgressive phase. Because much

of the Permian Basin was in a subsidence phase,

and with the generally elevated sea levels, the

deeper basin areas received little clastic sediment

during this time. Because of changing sea levels,

dominated by overall high sea levels and the

ongoing eastern basin downwarping, carbonate

reef development was hampered and subject to

backstepping creating many small platforms as

the eastern Midland Basin continued to warp

downward. Cline sediment deposition was made

up of grain-dominated, multilithological,

organic-rich source rocks consisting of rede-

posited carbonates interspersed with sand, silt,

and shale (siliclastic) layers. Siliclastic sediments

in the northern and eastern Midland Basin prob-

ably originated from the Llano and Matador

Uplifts located to the northeast and east respec-

tively. Siliclastic sedimentation tended to domi-

nate the Midland Basin’s Eastern Shelf except

along the basin margins where carbonate reefs

formed. In general, the Cline Formation is from

200 ft to 350 ft thick, with 8% to 12% porosity and

2% to 8% total organic hydrocarbons (TOC). Hor-

izontal wells completed in the Cline Shale have

been attaining a 30-day initial production (IP) of

575 boe/d with 75% lightweight 38º to 42º API oil.

The Cline Shale has a pressure gradient of 0.55 to

0.65 psi/ft and an Ro of 0.85% to 1.1%.

The Delaware Basin Wolfcamp

– Early Permian  

Even though the Wolfcamp Formation is found

throughout the Permian Basin, the significance of

the Wolfcamp in the Delaware Basin is its thickness.

While the Central Basin Platform uplift was taking

place the adjoining Delaware Basin was rapidly sub-

siding. This rapid subsidence resulted in large sed-

iment buildup. The Delaware Basin Wolfcamp

Formation alone achieved thicknesses in excess of

2,000 ft. The Delaware Basin Wolfcamp is a car-

bonate-rich multilithological source rock. While

much of the siliclastic sediments supplied to the for-

mation arrived from windblown sources and ero-

sion of nearby uplifted areas, much of the carbonate

sediments were eroded from adjacent uplifted shelf

and platform areas and redeposited in the deep

basin. In addition, as sediments accumulated along

the basin margins, they formed clastic platforms.

Carbonate reefs formed on top of the clastic plat-

forms. The weight of the overlying reefs often desta-

bilized the underlying clastic sediments, resulting in

structural failure with the clastic sediments and

overlying reefs slumping into the deeper basin. Sub-

marine fans and basin bottom turbidite flows car-

ried the sediments into deeper basin areas. While

surface waters were well oxygenated and rich in

algea and bacteria, the basin bottom was hypoxic or

anoxic. This lack of oxygen preserved organic debris

raining into the basin from shallower depths.  The

Delaware Basin Wolfcamp is divided into upper and

lower zones and is found at subsurface depths from

11,000 ft to 12,000 ft. The complete Delaware Basin

Wolfcamp Formation is approximately 2,000 ft

thick, with the oilier upper zone being 1,000 ft thick.

The Delaware Basin Wolfcamp Formation is over-

pressured. Hydrocarbons produced from the Wolf-

camp tend to be consistent across the Delaware

Basin with 60% crude, 20% NGL, and 20% dry gas.

Delaware Basin operators have been comingling the

Wolfcamp with the overlying Bone Spring Forma-

tion; the result is the Wolfbone play. The Wolfbone,

at a depth of approximately 11,000 ft, is a vertical

well play that simultaneously produces both the

Wolfcamp and the overlying Bone Spring Forma-

tion.  The Wolfbone is composed mainly of quartz

and carbonate sediments, with very little clay, and

has a completion zone thickness of approximately

1,250 ft, 2% to 5% TOC, and a reservoir pressure gra-

dient of 0.7 psi/ft.

The Midland Basin Wolfcamp 

While the Central Basin Platform uplift was tak-

ing place the adjoining Midland Basin, like the

nearby Delaware Basin, was subsiding – but at

not nearly as high a rate.  However, this subsi-

dence did result in sediment buildup. The Mid-

land Basin Wolfcamp Formation achieved

thicknesses of 1,000 ft. Like the Delaware Basin

Wolfcamp, it is a carbonate-rich multilithological

source rock, having much the same sedimentary

history as the Delaware Basin Wolfcamp, with

clastic and redeposited carbonate erosional sedi-

ments, supplemented by windblown sediments.

PERMIAN BASIN: OVERVIEW
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As in the Delaware Basin, carbonate reefs formed

on top of the clastic platforms with the same

result: structural failure with the clastic sedi-

ments and overlying reefs slumping into the

deeper basin with sediments carried into deeper

basin areas via submarine fans and turbidite

flows. Like the Delaware Basin the waters at the

basin floor were hypoxic or anoxic, preserving

organic debris that rained onto the deep basin

floor from shallower depths.  The Wolfcamp For-

mation in the northern Midland Basin is gener-

ally found from 7,700 ft to 9,800 ft in depth. The

southern Midland Basin Wolfcamp play, at

depths from 9,500 ft to 11,700 ft, is a horizontal

play. The southern Midland Basin Wolfcamp is a

brittle rock with equal amounts of silica and car-

bonate. It has a thickness of approximately 1,000

ft, with 9.4% to 12% porosity, 4% to 8.2% TOC, an

Ro of 0.7% to 0.9%, and a reservoir pressure gra-

dient from 0.46 psi/ft to 0.52 psi/ft. In the north-

ern Midland Basin operators are comingling the

overlying Spraberry Formation with the Wolf-

camp. The resulting Wolfberry play, at depths

from 9,500 ft to 9,800 ft, is a vertical well play

that produces simultaneously from both the

Wolfcamp and the overlying Spraberry Forma-

tion. The Midland Basin Spraberry is equivalent

to the Delaware Basin Bone Spring Formation.

The Val Verde Basin Wolfcamp 

The Val Verde Basin formed when tectonic thrust-

ing from the adjoining Marathon-Ouachita

Thrust Belt caused the Ozona Arch uplift on the

south end of the Midland Basin, separating the

Val Verde Basin from the Midland Basin to the

north. Though a relatively small basin, the Val

Verde Basin received huge amounts of sediment,

much of which can be loosely classified as arkosic

granite wash, from the adjacent Marathon Moun-

tains, formed by the thrust belt. The Wolfcamp

Formation is present in the northwest portion of

the Val Verde Basin, adjacent to the bottom end

of the Central Basin Platform. Wolfcamp gas pro-

duction in the Val Verde Basin typically is

obtained from horizontal wells at depths of

approximately 9,000 ft.

The Delaware Basin Bone Spring

(Spraberry) – Lower to Middle Permian  

The Bone Spring Formation, located just above

the Wolfcamp Formation with a similar deposi-

tional history, is a multilithological source rock

unit made up of brownish gray, crystalline lime-

stone, interspersed with dark brown to black

shale, dark brown limestone, and brownish gray

fine-grained sandstone. The Bone Spring Forma-

tion comprises the first, second, and third Bone

Spring members. The formation is encountered

in the Delaware Basin at depths from 6,000 ft to

13,000 ft with the formation becoming deeper

toward the basin’s south end. The entire forma-

tion is approximately 2,500 ft to 3,500 ft thick.

The Bone Spring play is a horizontal play with

most attention being given to the second and third

members. However, some operators have been

drilling what they call the Leonard Shale, which is

a combination of the first Bone Spring member

and the overlying Avalon Shale. Many consider the

Avalon Shale as the top member of the Bone Spring

Formation. Porosities in the Avalon and Bone

Spring formations are between 7% and 18% with

permeabilities in the 0.5 md to 7.2 md range. The

lower third Bone Spring member is overpressured.

Recent research has determined that the Bone

Spring Formation has a TOC of 4% to 10%, Type II

kerogen, and an Ro of 1.1%. Hydrocarbons pro-

duced from the Bone Spring are comparable to the

underlying Wolfcamp and consistent across the

trend with 60% crude, 20% NGL, and 20% dry gas.

Several sweet spots were reported in the Bone Spring

with 30-day IP averages of 500 boe/d to 700 boe/d. 

In summary, today’s mature Permian Basin

remains a geological bonanza for the creative petro-

leum geologist. Not only are there significant new

hydrocarbons yet to be found, both in conventional

and unconventional plays, but the Permian Basin

offers a plethora of opportunities for creative sec-

ondary and tertiary recovery opportunities as well.

Indeed, much of today’s worldwide secondary and

tertiary recovery understanding comes directly from

earlier lessons learned in the Permian Basin.  ■

References available. 
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Oily shales and shale combinations draw record rig activity, big lease bids, and high production oppor-

tunities to the Delaware and Midland basin segments of the Permian Basin.

The Avalon, Cline, and, in some places, Wolfcamp shales offer growing opportunities for profit, particularly

when the Wolfcamp combines with conventional formations to provide Wolfberry (Wolfcamp, Dean, Spraberry),

Wolfbone (Wolfcamp, Bone Spring) and Wolffork (Wolfcamp, Clearfork) blanket pay zones across wide areas

of the Permian Basin.

Approach Resources drew publicity to the Wolfcamp when it described a 1,200-ft thick pay zone and rec-

ommended adding the Clearfork for 2,500 ft of potential pay in the Midland Basin.

Cimarex paid $5,586 an acre for a tract in Ward County in the Delaware Basin at the July 2012 Texas Land

Office sale.

Rig activity in the basin topped 500 according to a May 2012 Concho Resources report, a higher rig count

than the previous peak in the oil boom of the 1980s.

Estimated ultimate recoveries from a Wolfcamp horizontal well with a 7,000-ft lateral have been calculated

as high as 500,000 boe.

Those figures have tempted international players, including BHP Billiton Petroleum and Sumitomo Corp.,

to invest in Permian Basin unconventional plays, and they have provided a sharp boost in potential profits for

independents with land held by production in the basin.

This compilation of profiles of companies working the unconventional zones of the Permian Basin attempts

to catalog the larger and more significant operators in the area and to out-

line the reasons they like their positions in this growing oily resource.

Big Pay Attracts Big Money
Multiple stacked pay zones featuring shale combinations promise

long-life returns.
By Don Lyle

Contributing Editor

Key Players

Abraxas Petroleum Corp.

■ Land: 41,131 net acres

■ Permian rates minor emphasis

Abraxas Petroleum Corp. ranks its Permian Basin

properties below the Williston, Maverick, and

Powder River basins, but company executives like

their Permian leases.

In a November 2012 presentation, the company

said the Bakken/Three Forks play in the Williston

Basin, with one working rig, and the Eagle Ford

Shale in South Texas, with 10 rigs at work, offer its

highest returns and rate the highest investment.

It holds both conventional and unconven-

tional properties in the Permian Basin, with con-

ventional production led by its Spires Ranch

horizontal Strawn wells and dry gas wells in the

Delaware Basin. Approximately 29% of its 30.8

MMboe in proved reserves and 4,170 boe/d of

production come from the Permian Basin.

The company’s holdings in the Midland Basin

and Eastern Shelf offer stacked pay zones and

potential for production from Wolfcamp and

Cline shales, and the Delaware Basin gives the

company access to Bone Spring and Wolfcamp

production.

An acquisition in Ward County, Texas, gave

the company 1.44 MMcf/d of gas production and

7.6 Bcf of gas reserves along with exposure to

emerging unconventional horizontal plays in that

section of the Permian Basin.
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Its leases include unconventional properties

in the Wolfberry trend, the Wolfbone, and the

Barnett and Woodford shales.

Abraxas planned three net wells in the Per-

mian Basin during 2012 at a cost of  $6.3 million

and another 1.9 net wells in 2013 at a cost of $7

million.

It has logged shales at its Spires Ranch leases

in Nolan County but is watching industry activ-

ity in that area and around the Millican Reef play

in Coke County.

American Standard Energy Corp.

■ Land: 29,000 net acres

■ Recent wells target Wolffork

American Standard Energy Corp. actively works

unconventional resources in the Permian Basin and

counts the basin as a key area along with the

Bakken/Three Forks combination in the Williston

Basin and the Eagle Ford Shale in South Texas.

The company drilled five net wells in Crockett

and Schleicher counties in Texas to the Wolfcamp

and Clearfork zones in 2Q 2012. Overall, according

to an April 2012 presentation, it holds 38,800 gross

(29,000 net) acres in the basin with operations

focuses on the Wolfcamp, Wolfberry, and Wolffork

plays. It has properties in Lea County, N.M., and in

the Yoakum, Gaines, Andrews, Borden, Scurry, Mid-

land, Glasscock, Upton, Reagan, Crockett, and

Schleicher counties of Texas.

It owns 226 gross (182.8 net) wells, and it plans

to drill and operate its properties through other

operating companies.

Among its properties with unconventional

prospects are 2,500 net acres with 25.4 net loca-

tions in Upton County, 500 net acres with 4.8 net

locations in Reagan County, 3,700 net acres with

37.3 net locations in Crane County, 5,700 net acres

with 57.3 net locations in Crockett County, and

1,600 net acres with 16.4 net locations in Schle-

icher County.

According to a July 2011 release, American Stan-

dard brought in a second drilling rig to help con-

duct a 10-well program in Andrews County, Texas,

with Strawn, Wolfcamp, Spraberry, and Lower Clear-

fork as targets. It called that effort Phase 1 of its Per-

mian Basin development program.

Anadarko Petroleum Corp.

■ Land: 170,000 net acres

■ Concentrating on the Delaware Basin

Anadarko Petroleum Corp. controls 13.2 Bboe in net

risked resources worldwide, and it counts its Permian

Basin properties as a small but active part of its activity.

It operated five drilling rigs in the basin in 3Q 2012

and sold 18,000 boe/d, a gain of 35% from the same

quarter in 2011. The 3Q production represented an

increase of 300 boe/d from 2Q 2012. At the time, the

company said, “The growth was highlighted by an

increase of more than 85% in high-margin oil sales vol-

umes from the Bone Spring and Avalon Shale plays.”

It added production with three operated and five non-

operated rigs in the Bone Spring and two operated and

one nonoperated rig in the Avalon Shale. Those rigs

started drilling 24 wells and completed 16 in 2Q 2012.

It also started operations at a 26 MMcf/d of gas

refrigeration plant in the quarter and said a 100

MMcf/d cryogenic processing plant would come

online in early 2013.

According to a December 2012 operations update,

“Anadarko also continues to achieve production

records in its liquids-rich East Texas horizontal pro-

gram and in the Permian Basin’s Avalon Shale and

Bone Spring plays.”

At one point, Anadarko partnered with Chesapeake

Energy Co. in the companies’ Delaware Basin proper-

ties, which included the Avalon and Bone Spring for-

mations. At that time, Chesapeake held some 1.5

million acres in the Permian Basin, and Anadarko con-

sidered buying those properties in May 2012, particu-

larly in the areas where the partnership existed.

Chesapeake later sold its southern Permian Basin

properties to Royal Dutch Shell, its Midland Basin

properties to EnerVest, and its Delaware Basin assets

to Chevron.

Anadarko held a much larger position in the Per-

mian Basin, but sold controlling interests in 28 oil

and gas fields under 218,000 gross acres of land to

Apache Corp. for $1 billion in 2007.

In late 2011, Anadarko said recent Bone Spring

wells came in with initial production rates of 1,600

boe/d to 2,000 boe/d. It planned to drill 130 wells to

the Bone Spring and Avalon in 2012.

The company’s principal Bone Spring property is

Haley Field at the corner of Texas and New Mexico.
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Apache Corp.

■ Land: 1.8 million net acres

■ Largest US production area

Approximately 14% of Apache Corp.’s US production,

onshore and offshore, comes from the Permian Basin,

making the basin the company’s largest production

area, according to a December 2012 presentation.

In a November 2012 presentation, Apache said its

Permian region delivered 18% year-on-year growth in

3Q 2012 and production had increased more than

200% in the past two years.

It drilled 201 wells in the basin in 3Q 2012, includ-

ing 26 horizontal wells, and it increased its horizontal

drilling activity from 20 in 2010 to 40 in 2011 to 124

in 2012.

That drilling activity resulted in 263 total wells in

2010, 507 wells in 2011, and 760 wells in 2012.

Apache planned to invest $2.1 billion in the Per-

mian Basin in 2012 to keep 33 rigs at work. That rig

count increased from five in 2010 to 25 in 2011, while

investment rose from $40 million in 2010 to $1.2 bil-

lion in 2011. It anticipated $1.8 billion in cash flow

from its Permian operations.

That sharp growth started when the company

established its Permian region in 2010 with the

acquisition of major properties from BP and later

Mariner Energy.

Apache said its rig count made it the most active

operator in the Permian Basin, followed by Pioneer

Natural Resources with 31operated rigs, Concho with

25, Occidental Petroleum with 21, and Devon and

Energen with 20 each.

The company has plenty of room for growth. In

May 2012 it had 34,518 drilling locations with 3.79

Bboe in potential recovery from Permian zones. That

included 2,321 locations with an estimated net 642

MMboe in the Cline Shale in the southern Permian

Basin, 971 locations with a net 347 MMboe potential

in the Wolfcamp Shale, and 1,823 locations with 284

MMboe in potential in the Delaware Basin.

It held 1.1 million gross (625,000 net) acres in the

Midland Basin with potential production from uncon-

ventional zones from vertical Wolfberry to horizontal

Cline and Wolfcamp shales. It had 17,816 locations

with 1.714 Bboe in production potential from that area

and drilled 396 wells in 2012. The Midland Basin was

Apache’s most active drilling area in 2012 as the com-

pany targeted more than 3,000 ft of productive pay

zones from Spraberry through Fusselman.

The area also offered predictable drilling results,

and Apache has successfully tested 20-acre spacing as

it sought to double its drilling locations from the typ-

ical 40-acre spacing.

One active area in 2012 was the company’s Dead-

wood area where production increased 7.5 times to

23,000 boe/d in the 23 months since Apache took

over operations. Production comes primarily from

Wolf-Wood (Deadwood and Lower Wolfcamp shales)

and Fusselman. The area contains 5,900 future verti-

cal locations plus upside in the Wolfcamp, Lower Cline,

and Atoka/Barnett shales.

Apache held 650,000 gross (520,000 net) acres in

the Cline Shale in September 2012 and planned six

new wells during 2012. It ran two rigs targeting the for-

mation in the second half of the year. It also is looking

at the Deadwood and Atoka/Barnett in the same area.

The company said it is still in the learning curve for

the Cline, and newer wells drilled with longer lateral

legs are finding higher estimated ultimate recoveries

(EURs) with additional fracture stages, modified frac-

ture designs, and optimized landing points.

The company held 450,000 gross (345,000 net)

acres with production of 2,200 boe/d in the Wolf-

camp Shale in September. It drilled 25 wells to the
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formation in 2012 among its 971 locations with

347 MMboe in net production potential. The com-

pany ran three rigs in Irion County on a small por-

tion of its acreage.

Its best Wolfcamp well in the first three quarters of

the year was the Bennie No. 2H at an initial potential

of 1,260 boe/d and average production of 499 boe/d

over 30 days. The well had an EUR of 794,000 boe from

a 9,300-ft lateral with 30 frac stages.

Apache called its 609,000 gross (287,000 net) acres

in the Delaware Basin an area with emerging oppor-

tunities. It produced a net 3,300 boe/d in September

2012. It drilled 18 wells in 2012 from an inventory of

1,823 locations. Targets in that area include the Bone

Spring, Avalon, and Wolfbone.

Approach Resources Inc.

■ Land: 148,000 net acres

■ First mover in southern Midland Basin shales

Approach Resources Inc. earned credit as the father of

the southern Midland Basin’s Wolfcamp and Wolf-

camp combination plays when it reported a 1,200-ft

oil-saturated Wolfcamp layer in late 2010.

Add the Clearfork zone and the pay interval

stretches to some 2,500 ft.

That announcement extended the Midland Basin

pay potential south into Crockett and Schleicher coun-

ties, as well.

Approach has a history in that area with drilling

operations since 2004 and some 525 wells to its credit.

By the time of a November 2012 presentation, it held

83.7 MMboe in proved reserves with 99% of those

reserves in the Permian Basin. It produced 8,100 boe/d

in 3Q 2012 with a 65% oil and NGL cut.

It has drilled pilot wells to the Wolfcamp A and C

benches and is shifting gears from evaluation to devel-

opment mode in the B bench. It planned to add a

third drilling rig to operations in January 2013.

Its core Permian area also offers more than 500

MMboe of gross unrisked resource potential from

more than 2,900 drilling and recompletion locations,

and it has derisked 100,000 gross acres of land.
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A recent A bench well tested for 689 boe/d and a B

bench well at 922 boe/d.

The company breaks down its 500 MMboe poten-

tial into four segments. It has 225 MMboe in resource

potential from 500 potential drilling locations in hor-

izontal Wolfcamp wells. It holds another potential

200 MMboe from 1,825 potential vertical locations in

new wells in the Wolffork (Wolfcamp-Clearfork) com-

bination. Approach controls another 190 vertical

recompletion opportunities for more than 17 MMboe,

and it has 440 potential Canyon Wolffork vertical well

locations with the potential to produce 85 MMboe.

It spent $295 million in 2012 to operate two rigs

in the horizontal Wolfcamp and one vertical rig to

drill vertical Clearfork and Wolfcamp wells. For

2013 it plans to spend $260 million on three rigs

with horizontal capability to drill 35 to 40 Wolf-

camp wells and one vertical rig to drill 12 wells and

continue its recompletion program in the Clear-

fork and Wolfcamp.

Approach expects strong returns from its shale

and shale combination wells.

In the Wolfcamp horizontal segment it expects

450,000 boe estimated ultimate recovery (EUR) per

well at a targeted cost of $5.5 million for a well with

a 7,000-ft lateral. That should give the company a

before-tax internal rate of return (BT-IRR) of about

42% with $100/bbl.

Wolffork vertical wells offer a 110,000 boe EUR,

a well cost of $1.2 million, and a 27% BT-IRR with

$100/bbl.

A Wolffork recompletion can give the company

a 93,000 boe EUR at a cost of $750,000 and a BT-

IRR of 52% with $100/bbl.

BHP Billiton Ltd.

■ Land: 440,000 gross acres

■ Shales drive petroleum growth

The BHP Billiton Petroleum division of Australian

mining giant BHP Billiton Ltd. used US shale acqui-

sitions to grow from the world’s 21st largest inde-

pendent oil and gas company, slightly larger than

Marathon Oil, to the world’s seventh largest inde-

pendent behind Anadarko Petroleum.

Those acquisitions included a Fayetteville Shale

purchase from Chesapeake and a $15.1 billion pur-

chase, including debt, of Haynesville, Eagle Ford, and

Permian shale properties from Petrohawk.

At the time of the Petrohawk acquisition in 2011,

Petrohawk had budgeted $2.84 billion in capex from

the three shale areas. BHP said it planned to spend

between $3.8 billion and $5 billion in fiscal year 2015 –

ending June 30 — and $5 billion to $6.5 billion in fis-

cal year 2020 with simultaneous development in all 

three areas.

Sagging natural gas prices later forced the com-

pany to write down $2.85 billion in its Fayetteville and

Haynesville gas assets, but it is still going strong in the

Eagle Ford and Permian properties. It planned to

return to active gas development after gas prices climb

back above $3.50/Mcf, according to J. Michael Yeagar,
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petroleum CEO at a Barclay’s presentation in 

September 2012.

BHP still is evaluating the Permian Basin prop-

erties and buying more acreage. Its property posi-

tion grew from an 86% interest in 325,000 gross

acres in November 2011 to 440,000 acres in late

2012, and it planned to drill more than 60 wells to

the Permian Basin’s stacked conventional and

unconventional pay zones, including the Wolfcamp

Shale, by the end of June 2013.

In the six months ended Dec. 31, 2012, the first

half of the company’s 2013 fiscal year, the company

had 31 rigs working the Eagle Ford Shale, eight rigs

in the Permian Basin, four rigs in the Haynesville

Shale, and two rigs in the Fayetteville Shale as part

of its $2.1 billion US onshore drilling and develop-

ment budget.

In a May 2012 report the company said its Per-

mian acreage could produce another 100,000 boe/d

within three years. 

When BHP and Petrohawk announced the acqui-

sition in 2011, BHP said the new properties would

help the company deliver a compound annual pro-

duction growth rate of more than 10% for the rest

of the decade. At that point it had strong produc-

tion from the Eagle Ford, and the liquids-rich prop-

erties in the Permian Basin were “highly

prospective,” and early drilling results showed

strong potential.

Those Permian Basin assets are in the north

and south Midland basins and the Delaware

Basin in Texas.

Although the company did not specifically iden-

tify unconventional targets, typical production

comes from Wolfcamp and Wolfberry in the North

Midland Basin, Wolfcamp and Cline in the South

Permian Basin, and Wolfbone and Avalon in the

Delaware Basin.

Blacksands Petroleum Inc.

■ Land: 5,050 net acres

■ Completed first operated well

Blacksands Petroleum Inc. works a drilling program

on its properties in the Permian Basin and, in 2012,

transitioned from being a nondrilling operator to

one of the basin’s drilling independents through its

NRG Assets Management LLC subsidiary.

Its first operated well, the BVR No. 6-1 in Borden

County, Texas, reached a total vertical depth of

7,970 ft with perforations in the Spraberry and

Wolfcamp zones in a field that previously produced

from the Spraberry. It called its results encouraging.

The company also said it planned to drill two

more vertical wells in the field to evaluate deeper

potential and assess the feasibility of horizontal

drilling.

Previously, the company participated in wells

drilled by other operators, including the Everett

No. 3 in its Apclark Field project, in which the 

company held a 70% gross working interest. That

9,200-ft well tested Spraberry, Wolfcamp, Strawn,

and Upper Mississippian formations.

BreitBurn Energy Partners LP

■ Land: 4,600 net acres

■ Starting Permian campaign

BreitBurn Energy Partners, a master limited part-
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nership, closed two deals in July 2012 that gave the

Los Angeles company an operating position in 

Permian Basin shales.

The company bought properties from Element

Petroleum for $148 million and from CrownQuest

Operating LLC for $70 million that gave it 13.6

MMboe in proved reserves and some 4,600 net acres

in the Wolfberry play’s Martin and Howard counties

in West Texas.

Production from the properties averages 65% oil

and 35% liquids-rich gas.

That deal also gave BreitBurn a strong operating

partner in CrownRock LP.

The properties produced an average 1,850 boe/d

in November 2012 with approximately 48 produc-

ing wells and more than 200 potential drilling loca-

tions. It holds hydrocarbons with an estimated pro-

duction life of 18 years.

BreitBurn operates the properties with a working

interest of more than 70%.

Caza Oil & Gas Inc.

■ Land: 3,312 net acres

■ Sees Avalon and Wolfcamp potential

Caza Oil & Gas Inc. concentrates its activity on the

Bone Spring sands in southeastern New Mexico,

but its properties also contain unconventional

potential in the Avalon and Wolfcamp shales.

After selling its San Jacinto Wolfberry proper-

ties in the Midland Basin for $6.1 million in mid-

2012, Caza looked to southeastern New Mexico

for its growth. 
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In a December 2012 presentation the company

said it had four producing wells in the Delaware

Basin, all pumping from the Bone Spring zones. As

of January 2012, it has 117 drilling locations includ-

ing 10 in the Wolfcamp and potential from the

Avalon Shale overlying the three Bone Spring pro-

ducing segments.

According to company estimates, the Bone

Spring focus is easy to understand. It expects returns

ranging from 37.93% to 55.45% from the sands. For

contrast the company calculates estimated ultimate

recoveries (EURs) of 346,700 boe and a 26.17% rate

of return from the Avalon and EURs of 442,800

boe and a 22.32% rate of return from the Wolfcamp.

As the company started drilling the Forehand

Ranch 27 State Com No. 1H horizontal well, its

first well in the Forehand Ranch prospect in Eddy

County, N.M., in October 2012, it said its primary

target was the second Bone Spring with secondary

targets in the Delaware, Lower Bushy Canyon,

Avalon Shale, first and second Bone Spring, 

and Wolfcamp.

Among drilling and completion impediments

for all wells in the area, hydrogen sulfide and carbon

dioxide may raise tubular costs and lower econom-

ics in the Avalon. In addition, the high rate of activ-

ity in the Permian Basin sometimes results in a lack

of crew availability and crews that show up late to

cement, perforate, and provide other services. “Crew

inexperience can inflate drilling and completion

costs,” the company added.

Chevron Corp.

■ Land: 1.4 million net acres

■ Ramping up Delaware Basin activity

Chevron Corp. boasts 87 years of operations in

the Permian Basin of West Texas and southeast-

ern New Mexico.

“Through our legacy companies, Chevron has

been a fixture in the Permian Basin since the early

1920s and is now the second-largest oil producer in

the basin. Our net daily production from the Per-

mian Basin, which is the largest oil-producing basin

in the United States representing more than 20% of

the total US oil production, is more than 115,000

barrels of oil equivalent,” the company said in Feb-

ruary 2011 as it celebrated production of more than

5 Bboe from the basin. At that time, it had almost

4 million acres of land in West Texas and south-

eastern New Mexico with 11,000 wells producing

from hundreds of fields.

Most of that production came from conventional

zones, but the company plans a larger role for its

unconventional resources.

Coming into late 2012 the company held

700,000 net acres of land in the Delaware Basin seg-

ment of the Permian Basin. It added another

246,000 net acres in a purchase of Chesapeake

Energy’s Delaware Basin holdings where produc-

tion comes from unconventional Avalon and Wolf-

camp formations and conventional Bone Spring

sands, sometimes commingled for unconventional

Wolfbone yields.

“This acquisition in a premier emerging play in

the Permian Basin grows our significant leasehold

position there,” said George Kirkland, vice chair-

man. “These early-in-life, liquids-rich unconven-

tional assets have the potential to be significant

future contributors to Chevron’s robust North

American operations.”

The acquired properties gave Chevron an addi-

tional net production of 7,000 boe/d and the poten-

tial for higher production in the future.

Chevron announced a goal of 3.3 MMboe/d of

company-wide production in 2017. Unconventional

production will contribute 175,000 boe/d to that

figure with hydrocarbons from the Duvernay Shale

in Canada; the Antrim, Collingwood, Marcellus,

and Utica shales in northeastern US; the Haynesville

and Bossier in Louisiana and East Texas; the Nio-

brara in Colorado and Wyoming; and the Wolf-

camp, Avalon, and Cisco formations in the Delaware

Basin, according to a speech at the company’s 2012

annual meeting, before the Chesapeake acquisition,

by George L. Kirkland, vice chairman and executive

vice president of upstream and gas.

In a supplement to the company’s 2011 annual

report Chevron said it planned to drill four operated

wells in the Delaware Basin in mid-2012 and acquire

3-D seismic data to identify potential core areas

and refine development strategies.

At that time, it also was drilling vertical wells with

multistage frac treatments in the Wolfcamp in more

than 320,000 acres it held in the Midland Basin. Those
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properties held potentially recoverable oil-equivalent

resources of approximately 1.1 Bboe.

The properties included 75,000 acres where

the company had a nonoperated working interest

of about 70% in more than 900 wells and average

net production of more than 15,000 boe/d.

Chevron operated the remaining acreage with a

97% working interest and ran six rigs in the play

at year-end 2011.

Cimarex Energy Co.

■ Land: 110,000 to 116,000 net acres

■ Expanding in liquids-rich shale

Cimarex Energy Co. counts the Permian Basin as

one of its core areas with some 438,000 net acres

with conventional and unconventional pay at

year-end 2011.

With 31% of corporate proved reserves of 2.05

Tcfe, it may not be the largest property in the com-

pany inventory but is getting the most attention.

The company’s exploration and development

budget for 2012 totaled $1.5 billion, and $880 mil-

lion of that is going into the Permian Basin where

it holds 620.4 Tcfe in proved reserves, according to

a December 2012 presentation. Only a small portion

of that investment is going to unconventional devel-

opment.

The company held 65,000 net acres in the New

Mexico segment of the conventional Bone Spring

play and 35,000 net acres in the same formation in

Culberson County, Texas. It claimed 110,000 to

116,000 net acres in both states with unconven-

tional potential, including the Avalon, Wolfcamp,

and Cisco/Canyon formations.

Within that acreage, 100,000 net acres are in the

area of White City in Eddy County, N.M., and in

Culberson County, Texas.

Through 3Q 2012 Cimarex drilled a cumula-

tive 29 horizontal wells to the Wolfcamp. Those

wells averaged 6.4 MMcfe/d during their first 30

days on line. That production consisted of 26%

oil, 31% NGL, and 43% gas. Production from the

Wolfcamp rose from about 5 MMcfe/month in

1Q 2010 to about 42 MMcfe/month in 3Q 2012.

The company’s horizontal wells cost between

$7.6 million and $8 million to drill to 8,000 ft to

10,000 ft deep with 4,500-ft laterals.

Cimarex drilled 88 net wells in the Permian

Basin in the first nine months of 2012 and 24

wells in 3Q with 14 rigs at work. In the third

quarter 11 gross (10 net) of those wells were hor-

izontal wells in the Wolfcamp.

Clayton Williams Energy Inc.

■ Land: 141,620 gross acres

■ Targeting multiple unconventional areas

Midland, Texas-based Clayton Williams Energy

Inc. holds properties from Louisiana to Texas

and New Mexico with a strong presence in its

home ground in the Permian Basin.

According to the company’s 3Q 2012 report to

shareholders, it produced 3,115 b/d of oil, nearly

2 MMcf/d of gas, and 241 b/d of NGL from all its

shale holdings in the first nine months of 2012.

Overall, it holds 262,000 net acres of land,

including 185,000 net acres with 51 MMboe of

proved reserves in the Permian Basin, with

141,620 gross acres in the Permian Basin listed

with unconventional production potential.

In a September 2012 presentation the com-

pany said it held Wolfberry production in

Andrews County, Wolfberry and Cline potential

in Glasscock and Sterling counties, Wolfberry

potential in Upton County, and Wolfbone pro-

duction in Reeves and Loving counties in the

Delaware Basin, all in Texas.

Clayton Williams aims at Spraberry, Wolf-

camp, and Strawn zones in Andrews County

where a vertical well costs $2.3 million to drill to

find 130,000 boe to 140,000 boe of estimated

ultimate recovery (EUR). For 2012 the company

worked one drilling rig in the area with plans for

59 wells on 80-acre spacing. It has the potential to

drill 100 wells on 40-acre spacing on its 20,120

gross acres in the county.

The company commingles production from

the Upper Wolfcamp and Third Bone Spring

(Wolfbone) from its vertical wells in the Delaware

Basin. That play still is in the early development

stage with 65 vertical and 10 horizontal wells

spud by September 2012. It has 400 potential

locations on 160-acre spacing and works four rigs

on its 62,800 acres of leased land and 20,600 acres

earned in a deal with Chesapeake.
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It costs the company $4 million to drill a vertical

well with expectations of 200,000 boe to 250,000 boe

of EUR per well.

Clayton Williams holds 38,100 net acres of land in

its Permian Basin East region in Glasscock and Sterling

counties in the Midland Basin. That land has potential

from Wolfcamp and Cline shales from vertical wells

drilled to depths from 7,000 ft to 9,000 ft. It drilled

nine wells in that area in the six months ended Sept. 30,

2012, and spud one Cline horizontal well in the third

quarter.

Comstock Resources Inc.

■ Land: 89,882 gross acres

■ Drilling for Wolfbone oil

Comstock Resources Inc. entered the Permian

Basin unconventional resource plays late in

December 2011 and mounted an active drilling

program to promote company growth.

It purchased 70,035 gross (43,591 net) acres of

land in the Reeves County, Texas, part of the

Delaware Basin and added 19,847 gross (11,875

net) acres in Gaines County, Texas, in the north-

ern Midland Basin with potential for Wolfcamp

Shale production.

The company bought the Reeves County prop-

erties from Eagle Oil & Gas Co. and other parties

for $331.9 million.

According to the company website, it had 151.2

Bcfe in reserves on the Reeves County properties

with potential production from the Bone Spring

from 10,000 ft to 10,300 ft and Wolfcamp from

10,300 ft to 11,500 ft. Commingled production

makes up the Wolfbone play.

In a November 2012 presentation Comstock

said it planned 43 vertical and four horizontal

Wolfbone wells in 2012 to reach an estimated 151

Bcfe made up of 75% to 80% oil. It had more than

900 locations in the Wolfbone play with a resource

potential of 178 MMboe.
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By the end of 3Q 2012, the company had

drilled 29 Wolfbone wells and one horizontal

Wolfcamp well to bring its total to 40 operated

vertical Wolfbone wells and one operated Wolf-

camp horizontal well.

It had budgeted $178.1 million for 47 gross (29.7

net) wells in the Delaware Basin for 2012.

The Wolfbone wells showed an average initial

potential of 370 boe/d, while the Wolfcamp well

offered an initial potential of 322 boe/d.

The company’s best Wolfbone well came in with

an initial potential of 653 boe/d with a 30-day aver-

age production rate of 477 boe/d. Average Wolf-

bone production in 3Q 2012 was 1,900 b/d.

The Reeves County properties also offered poten-

tial production from the Avalon Shale overlying the

Bone Spring.

Concho Resources Inc.

■ Land: Less than 750,000 net acres

■ Third most active operator in the 

Permian Basin

Concho Resources Inc. is a relative newcomer in name

— formed six years ago — in the Permian Basin, but it

is a solid citizen in terms of land and activity.

Its initial acquisitions included Henry Petro-

leum, generally regarded as the company that estab-

lished the Wolfberry as a profitable drilling target.

It divested its properties in the Williston Basin in

2011 and brought $200 million from that sale to its

Permian activity.

Since the company was formed, it assembled 1.3

million gross (750,000 net) acres of land in the Mid-

land Basin and Delaware Basin segments of the Per-

mian Basin and the New Mexico shelf. Those

properties hold some 10,600 drilling locations.

Among plays the Delaware Basin offers potential

from the Avalon, Bone Spring, Wolfbone, Wolf-

camp, and Penn Shale.

In January 2013 the company’s COG Operating

LLC arm reported a horizontal Abo-Wolfcamp suc-

cess in Chaves County, N.M., on the northwestern

shelf of the Permian Basin. The company’s #2H Leo

3 Federal Com tested for 500 b/d of oil and 300

Mcf/d of gas from the combined zones.

The northern Midland Basin offers prospects for

Wolfberry, Wolfcamp, and Cline/Penn shales.

The southern Midland Basin is prospective for

Wolffork (Wolfcamp-Clear Fork) and Wolfcamp.

According to the company’s most recent presen-

tation, it plans to run 11 rigs in 2013 to drill 175

wells in the Delaware Basin where it holds 490,000

gross (329,000 net) acres of land with 2,375 north

Delaware Basin drilling opportunities.

Wells in the northern Delaware Basin cost $5

million to $9 million to drill and complete and

offer enhanced ultimate recoveries (EURs) from

300,000 boe to 700,000 boe at depths from 6,500 ft

to 11,500 ft from wells with 4,000-ft to 4,500-ft lat-

erals and eight to 13 frac stages. Initial production

for the first 30 days online range between 300 boe/d

to 1,500 boe/d.

The company holds another 140,000 gross

(125,000 net) acres in the southern Delaware Basin

with potential production from the Delaware Sand,

Avalon, Bone Spring, and Wolfcamp formations.

The company drilled 10 wells in 2012 and com-

pleted four wells in the area with average initial

potentials of 675 boe/d with an 84% oil cut. 

It plans to run one or two rigs in the southern

Delaware Basin in 2013 to continue to delineate

profitable areas of production in Reeves and Pecos

counties in Texas.

The Delaware Basin is the company’s newest and

fastest-growing area with proved reserves of 49.7

MMboe or 13% of Concho’s proved reserves.

The company drilled or participated in 42 wells,

22 operated, in the Delaware Basin in 3Q 2012,

with successes at all of the six wells completed by

the end of the quarter. All were horizontal, includ-

ing 27 Bone Spring Sand wells, six Avalon Shale

wells, six Wolfcamp Shale wells, and three

Delaware sand wells.

In the Midland Basin Concho planned to run 14

rigs to drill 265 wells among its 5,772 drilling oppor-

tunities during 2013. Those opportunities include

2,064 with 40-acre spacing in the Wolfberry, 2,629

with 20-acre spacing in the Wolfberry, and 927 shal-

low Wolfcamp sites.

It added 500 Wolfberry locations through acqui-

sitions during 2012 and drilled two horizontal Cline

wells in Glasscock County, two horizontal Wolf-

camp wells in Upton County, and one horizontal

well in Terry County in the first three quarters of
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2012 with another horizontal well planned in Terry

County in 4Q 2012.

The company added to its southern Midland

Basin holdings with its acquisition of 39,700

gross (29,000 net) acres from Three Rivers. Those

properties offer Wolfcamp and Cline shale poten-

tial. It drilled its first horizontal well in Irion

County in 2012 and planned additional horizon-

tal wells in 2013.

At year-end 2011, the Midland Basin gave the

company estimated proved reserves of 126.5

MMboe, or a third of its total proved reserves.

Its primary target in the basin is the Wolfberry

combination, and it has drilled more that 1,000

wells and fractured them more than 2,500 ft gross

of pay from the top of the Spraberry through the

Wolfcamp Shale.

The company drilled or participated in 83 oper-

ated wells in its Texas Permian properties in 3Q

2012 with a 100% success rate on the 30 wells that

had been completed by the end of September.

In the company’s 3Q 2012 report to sharehold-

ers, Tim Leach, chairman, president, and CEO,

said, “The third quarter was another record quar-

ter in terms of production and cash flow. It also

marked a shift for Concho to a drilling program

that is now primarily horizontal. The operational

and capital efficiencies realized through our hori-

zontal program are real and have expanded our

access to new high rate-of-return drilling oppor-

tunities. Nowhere is this more evident than in the

Delaware Basin, where our results continue to

improve. Looking forward to 2013, we are plan-

ning to allocate over half of our capital budget to

the Delaware Basin and expect this core area to

provide a significant source of organic growth.

Lastly, we have signed a definitive agreement to sell

noncore assets, which will help streamline our

business and reduce our overall leverage.” 

Concho plans to spend $1.6 billion during 2013,

with $1.4 billion devoted to drilling to operate an

average 30 rigs, 15 of which are capable of horizon-

tal drilling. That activity should yield production

ranging from 32.9 MMboe to 34.3 MMboe. Some

54% of those funds will go into the Delaware Basin

and 25% will support Texas Permian assets.

Overall, the company plans 186 Yeso wells on the

New Mexico Shelf, 175 Delaware Basin wells, and

236 Wolfberry wells.

ConocoPhillips Co.

■ Land: 1.1 million net acres

■ Permian offers second highest US production

volume

ConocoPhillips Co., the largest independent US oil

company after separating from its downstream seg-

ment, counts heavily on US unconventional produc-

tion, including Permian Basin unconventional

resources, to reach set 2016 goals.

The company set a 2013 capital budget of

$15.8 billion. About 40% of that will go into 21

million net acres of legacy assets in the US and

Canada, and about two-thirds of that will go to

the Lower 48 states, primarily in unconventional

targets, including the Eagle Ford, Bakken, Bar-

nett, Niobrara, and both conventional and

unconventional resources in the Permian Basin.

The company set a goal of adding 550,000

boe/d of production from five major projects

around the world, and the largest part of that is

210,000 boe/d from liquids-rich Lower 48 uncon-

ventional production where it estimates a cash

margin of more than $40/boe. That is a higher

margin than the $40/boe it expects from Cana-

dian oil sands, its Australia Pacific LNG opera-

tion, and deepwater Malaysia production.

The company added more than 750,000 acres of

land in liquids-rich shale plays in the US and Canada

since 2011 with targets including the Wolfcamp in

the Permian Basin, the Niobrara in Colorado and

Wyoming, and the Canol and Duvernay in Alberta.

According to a company fact book, “The Permian

Basin in West Texas and southeastern New Mexico is

a prime example of increasing existing company

resources from legacy assets. We continue to effec-

tively optimize production from its 1.1-million-net-

acre lease position. The company drilled 103 wells in

2011 and plans to increase drilling activity in 2012.

With resources of approximately 1 Bboe, the basin is

expected to remain a high liquids-production asset

for years to come.”

During 2011 the company produced 48,000 boe/d

from the Permian Basin, second only to the San Juan

among US basins.
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Still, the company is in the early stages in shale

activity in the Permian Basin. Its major efforts 

lie in the Eagle Ford, the Bakken, and the 

Barnett, but it also is active in the Niobrara and

Permian shales.

The company added approximately 240,000

net acres of land in 2011 prospective for the Wolf-

camp and Avalon plays in the Permian Basin and

the Niobrara in Colorado.

Permian Basin conventional and unconven-

tional properties average about 60% liquids and

total more than 1.1 Bboe in resources.

The company claims exposure in every play,

including the Yeso on the New Mexico shelf; the

Avalon, Bone Spring, and Wolfcamp in the

Delaware Basin; and the Clear Fork, Wolfberry,

and Wolfcamp in the Midland Basin. Overall, it

has identified more than 7,000 drilling locations

and reported promising early results from its

drilling to the Avalon and Wolfcamp shales.

The company expects production of approxi-

mately 84,000 boe/d from the Permian Basin by

2015, up from approximately 55,000 boe/d in 2012.

Endeavor Energy Resources LP

■ Operates more than 4,000 wells

■ 10th largest oil producer in Texas

Privately owned Endeavor Energy Resources LP

runs one of the most active programs in the Per-

mian Basin, not only with producing conven-

tional and unconventional properties but with

service activities to back up its drilling and pro-

duction operations.

Autry Stephens started that activity when he

formed Big Dog Drilling Co. in 1996. Currently, the

company runs 25 rigs and other servicing activities. 

Stevens formed the Endeavor limited partner-

ship in 2005 and acquired Perenco Energy in 2006,

changing the name to LCX Energy LLC. He merged

that company into Endeavor in 2009.
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Most of the company’s production is in Texas

and New Mexico.

Current information about the company’s

activities is not publicly available, but in late 2010

the company ran 11 drilling rigs, nine in the Wolf-

berry play in the Midland Basin and two in the

Wolfbone play in the Delaware Basin. It planned

to drill 180 wells that year and the same number

in 2011.

A March 2010 report from DI Energy Strategy

Partners said the company had brought 380 Wolf-

berry wells into production.

Energen Resources Corp.

■ Land: 275,000 net acres

■ Unconventionals secondary to Bone Spring

The Energen Resources Corp. arm of Energen Corp.

picked the Permian Basin as its primary growth engine. 

It holds 275,000 net acres in the Delaware and

Midland basins with unconventional potential

and conventional production in the Third Bone

Spring in the Delaware Basin and on the Central

Basin platform. That includes a $68 million Wolf-

berry acquisition in February 2012.

Unconventional properties include vertical

Wolfberry and horizontal Wolfcamp and Cline

shale wells in the Midland Basin and horizontal

Wolfcamp and Avalon shale wells and vertical

Wolfbone wells in the Delaware Basin.

The company was the sixth most active driller in

the basin in September 2012 with 20 working rigs.

In some areas the acreage overlaps, but the

company broke down its holdings in a December

2012 presentation. 

It has 60,000 net acres, including 32,000 net

undeveloped acres in the Wolfberry play with 800

potential locations on 40-acre spacing and 665

potential locations on 20-acre spacing.

Through early December 2012 it drilled 135

gross (130 net) Wolfberry wells with an average

initial stabilized rate of 84 boe/d with a 73% oil

cut. Wells offer a 155,000 boe estimated ultimate

recovery and a 33% pretax rate of return with

$100/bbl oil and $4/MMBtu gas on $2.3 million

wells with six to eight frac stages.

Also in the Midland Basin, the company has

64,000 net acres in the Wolfcamp horizontal play

with 785 potential locations on 160-acre spac-

ing. It plans six net Wolfcamp or Cline wells on its

acreage in 2013.

It holds 80,000 net acres with Cline potential

with 495 potential locations on 160-acre spacing.

In the Delaware Basin Energen controls

approximately 110,000 net acres with Wolfcamp

and Avalon potential. It drilled five Wolfcamp

wells in 2012 and plans another seven wells in

2013.

Emphasizing its Permian focus, the company

devoted $490 million of its $1.2 billion in capex

for 2012 in the Wolfberry play, and $70 million in

the Wolfcamp in the Delaware Basin. That money

powered eight to 10 rigs in the Midland Basin to

drill 167 wells and five to seven rigs in the

Delaware Basin to drill 46 net wells in 2012.

It planned to produce 5.9 MMboe in the Wolf-

berry in 2013, up from 3.7 MMboe in 2012 and

2.3 MMboe in 2011. 
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In a December 2012 release the company said,

“… its 2013 consolidated capital budget of $975

million will focus primarily on the exploration

and development of its liquids-rich assets in the

Permian Basin of West Texas.” Approximately

$745 million will go into the vertical Wolfberry,

horizontal Third Bone Spring, and conventional

and waterflood operations on the Central Basin

Platform. It will put another $130 million into

the horizontal Wolfcamp and/or Cline in the

Midland Basin and the Wolfcamp in the Delaware

Basin.

EnerVest Ltd.

■ Land: More than 166,000 acres

■ Shales represent emerging plays

EnerVest Ltd. and its EV Energy Partners LP

upstream master limited partnership work in

some of the most profitable plays in the US. Their

standing in the Permian Basin may be a small

part of their operations, but it represents a grow-

ing opportunity.

Overall, EnerVest has more than 27,000 wells

with more than $6 billion in proved and probable

reserves in Arkansas, Colorado, Kansas, Kentucky,

Louisiana, Michigan, Montana, New Mexico, New

York, North Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma, Pennsylva-

nia, Texas, Virginia, and West Virginia.

It is the largest producer in the Austin Chalk

and in Ohio.

According to an EV Energy Partners presenta-

tion in December 2012, the company holds

approximately 54.2 Bcfe in proved reserves in the

Permian Basin out of a nationwide total of 1.14

Tcfe throughout the nation. In terms of proved

reserves the Permian Basin is smaller than any

other corporate operating area except Michigan

with 44.9 Bcfe.

The company lists the Cline, Wolfbone, and

Bone Spring/Avalon combination as emerging

plays in its Permian Basin portfolio but ranks

horizontal Wolfcamp in the commercial devel-

opment phase.

Among the company’s recent acquisitions, it

picked up a package of properties in the Mid-

land Basin from Chesapeake Energy, reportedly

approximately 166,000 acres.

EOG Resources Inc.

■ Land: 239,400 net acres

■ Permian is third in EOG’s portfolio

EOG Resources Inc. dominates liquids-rich produc-

tion activity in the Bakken/Three Forks and Eagle

Ford shale plays, and the Permian Basin stacked pay

runs a distant third.

The company produced more than 1.4 MMboe/d

company-wide in July 2012, led by the Bakken/Three

Forks with 623,000 boe/d and the Eagle Ford with

531,000 boe/d.

The company is the nation’s leader in horizontal

drilling with more than double the horizontal wells of

the next largest company in that ranking.

The Bakken/Three Forks and Eagle Ford will con-

tinue to receive the bulk of company funding and

attention, but EOG has ramped up its Permian activ-

ity since 2011.

It planned to drill 106 net wells in the basin in

2012 and generate after tax returns of 35% to 45%,

according to a December 2012 presentation.

The company divides its Permian activities into

two areas: the Leonard Shale (also called the Avalon)

and the underlying Bone Spring and Wolfcamp zones

in the Delaware Basin, and the Wolfcamp formation in

the Midland Basin.

It holds 108,000 net acres in the Delaware Basin

where it had drilled 42 horizontal wells and completed

39 by the time of the presentation. Its Leonard/Avalon

wells offered reserves of 430,000 boe per well gross

(340,000 boe per well net) after royalties and cost 

$5.5 million to completion.

It also had multiple objectives lying beneath that

formation.

EOG runs a two-rig program in the area. Three

recent wells in Lea County, N.M., showed initial poten-

tials of 962 b/d to 1,160 b/d, 134 b/d to 188 b/d of

NGL, and 941 Mcf/d to 1.04 MMcf/d of gas. It holds

a 96% working interest in those Lea County wells.

In the Midland Basin it holds 131,400 net acres of

land in the Wolfcamp Shale. The core segment of that

area gives the company wells with potential reserves of

430,000 boe per well gross (320 net) after royalties

and cost $5.3 million to completion.

The company has drilled 130 horizontal wells

and completed 103 wells to date and is working a

four-rig program in the basin. Results from five
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recent Lower and Middle Wolfcamp wells in Irion

and Crockett counties yielded 840 b/d to 1,290

b/d, 60 b/d to 127 b/d of NGL, and 330 Mcf/d to

726 Mcf/d of gas. It controls those operations

with a 75% to 77% working interest in Irion

County and an 80% interest in Crockett County.

EP Energy LP

■ Land: 138,000 net acres

■ Growing liquids position

EP Energy LP was created during 2012 when Kinder

Morgan acquired El Paso Corp. It kept the midstream

assets and sold the upstream activities as EP Energy.

The resulting upstream company held 4 Tcfe and

claimed a record of a 100% success rate on 233 gross

wells in 2011, including Wolfcamp properties in the

Permian Basin.

The company’s strongest reserves and production

are in the Haynesville and Eagle Ford shales and the

tight Altamont Field in Utah, with the Permian Basin

in fourth place. The Permian Basin ranked third in the

number of drilling locations with 938, behind Alta-

mont with 1,336 and the Eagle Ford with 1,246, but

the Permian Basin took second place in the 2012 cap-

ital budget. The Eagle Ford, with 58%, got the bulk of

that budget, but the Permian Basin followed with 13%

as the company turned increasingly to oily plays. 

The company added a second rig to the Permian

program in 4Q 2012. During the year it budgeted

$104 million to the Wolfcamp to drill 15 wells. By 3Q

it had amassed 148 Bcfe in net proved reserves and had

28 net producing wells.

Between its 2011 average and the average for its five

latest wells at the time, EP Energy lowered rig spud-to-

release days from 28 to 17, increased fracture stages per

day from 3.3 to 4.8, and lowered wells costs from $11

million on a well with a 6,100-ft lateral to $7.6 million

on a well with a 7,300-ft lateral.

The company considers itself in full development of

the Upper Wolfcamp and plans to delineate the Lower

Wolfcamp during 2013.

Laredo Petroleum Inc.

■ Land: 196,000 net acres

■ Focused on Midland Basin shales

Laredo Petroleum Inc., aided by its 2011 acquisi-

tion of Broad Oak Energy in 2011, runs both ver-

tical and horizontal programs as the 10th most

active operator in the Permian Basin in Septem-

ber 2012 with six horizontal and four vertical

rigs on the job. 

The Permian Basin accounted for 65% of the

company’s reserves and 67% of its 3Q 2012 pro-

duction. The company supports its operations

with 740 sq miles of 3-D seismic, and it operates

97% of its production.

At year-end 2011 it held 156.5 MMboe in reserves

in the Permian Basin, 64% gas. The company esti-

mated production at year-end 2012 to be 30,7000

boe/d, 17,600 boe/d oil.

It planned a $900 million capital budget in 2012

and earmarked $702 million of that to the Permian

Basin.

All six of its vertical rigs are working the Wolfberry

zone, which includes the Spraberry, Dean, and Wolf-

camp formations.

It has derisked 70,000 net acres for Cline horizon-

tal development and 60,000 net acres for Upper Wolf-

camp Shale horizontal development. It is still

evaluating the Middle and Lower Wolfcamp shales in

the Midland Basin.

Its prime operations area is the Garden City area in

the northern Midland Basin, including Glasscock,

Reagan, Howard, and Sterling counties in Texas. That

area covers 142,000 net acres and represents the heart

of the company’s horizontal drilling in the Cline and

Upper, Middle, and Lower Wolfcamp shales.

In this area the company had more than 700 ver-

tical wells and completed 54 gross horizontal wells,

including 33 Cline wells, 16 Upper Wolfcamp wells,

two Middle Wolfcamp wells, and one Lower Wolf-

camp well at the end of 3Q 2012. It also drilled two

Strawn horizontal wells. It planned five more Upper

Wolfcamp horizontal wells in 4Q along with one well

each in the Middle and Lower Wolfcamp and the

Cline Shale. 

The company’s best Cline well tested for 756

boe/d in the first 30 days of production with 15

frac stages in a 4,582-ft  lateral, for an average 30

boe/d per stage.

The best Upper Wolfcamp well tested for 909

boe/d average over 30 days with 23 frac stages in

a 6,128-ft lateral, also for an average 30 boe/d

per stage.
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Its only Middle Wolfcamp completion tested

for 924 boe/d over 30 days with 26 frac stages in

a 6,930-ft lateral to give the company 36 boe/d

per stage.

The only Lower Wolfcamp well produced an aver-

age 715 boe/d for 30 days with 26 frac stages in a

6,933-ft lateral for 28 boe/d per stage.

According to IHS Inc., Laredo tested the deeper

Barnett and Woodford zones in at least one well, the

51 Barbee “B” in Glasscock County.

Legacy Reserves LP

■ Land: More than 130,590 gross acres

■ Adding production

Legacy Reserves LP started operations in 2005 as

owner and operator of oil and gas properties

acquired from founding investors and three chari-

table foundations. Those properties were in the Per-

mian Basin, Mid-Continent, and Rocky Mountains,

but the prime properties are in the Permian Basin.

The company went public in January 2007.

Legacy aimed most of its $62 million capex

budget for 2012 at the Permian Basin, and it

directed most of that money to a one-rig vertical

well drilling program in the Wolfberry play.

In late December 2012 it closed a $520 million

acquisition of properties in the southern Delaware

Basin and northern Midland Basin from Concho

Resources. It did not identify the target formations

for those properties, but that added an estimated

production of 5,230 boe/d in 1Q 2013 from 1,584

wells with proved reserves of 25.6 MMboe.

Before the Concho acquisition Legacy held 3,340

gross acres of land with a 100% interest in the hor-

izontal Wolfbone play in Pecos County in the

Delaware Basin. 

It also controlled 119 gross locations in the ver-

tical Wolfberry Trend in Midland, Upton, Andrews,

Martin, and Glasscock counties with an average

67% working interest.
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It had another 120,000 gross acres with a 5%

working interest in the Cline Shale play in Sterling,

Mitchell, Nolan, and Coke counties.

Legacy held another 7,250 gross acres with an

average 78% working interest in the horizontal Wolf-

camp play in Reagan, Crockett, and Upton counties,

according to a December 2012 presentation.

The company also had conventional production

opportunities in the Yeso and Bone Spring forma-

tions in the Delaware Basin and the San Andres

and Spraberry formations in the Midland Basin.

Legend Production Holdings LLC

■ Land: Unspecified

■ Gathering momentum in shales

Legend Production Holdings LLC controls Legend

Natural Gas II LP, Legend Natural Gas III LP, and

Legend Natural Gas IV LP, companies that acquire,

develop, and sometimes sell oil and gas properties in

the Texas area.

Current properties lie in the Avalon, Bone Spring,

and Wolfcamp plays in the Delaware Basin segment

of the Permian Basin, the Barnett Shale in North

Texas, the Wilcox trend in east-central Texas, the

Olmos trend in the Maverick Basin, and the South

Texas tight sands.

The first Legend partnership was formed in 2001

by James A. Winne III and Michael Becci with fund-

ing from Riverstone Holdings LLC, Carlyle Global

Energy, and Power Funds. The partnership sold its

assets in South Texas to Chesapeake Energy in 2004

and formed subsequent partnerships in 2006 and

2009, all under the holding company.

The partnerships currently hold interests in some

800 operated and producing wells in the Fort Worth

Basin, Permian Basin, and South Texas. The com-

pany’s current focus is on the Delaware Basin prop-

erties in New Mexico and West Texas. 

LINN Energy LLC

■ Land: 30,000 net acres

■ Downsizing the Wolfberry

LINN Energy LLC holds properties throughout the

US as it follows its strategy of acquiring, developing,

and maximizing cash flow from long-lived oil and

gas leases.

That strategy turned the company into the

11th largest domestic independent oil and gas

company and the eighth largest public master

limited partnership with control over 15,000

gross productive wells.

Among recent acquisitions, it bought the Salt

Creek carbon dioxide waterflood in the Powder

River Basin of Wyoming from Anadarko Petroleum

and the Jonah Field properties in southwestern

Wyoming from BP.

The company held approximately 5.1 Tcfe in

proved reserves at year-end 2011, and about 10%,

or 527 Tcfe, of those proved reserves were in New

Mexico waterfloods and Wolfberry Trend wells in

the Midland Basin segment of the Permian Basin.

Those Permian properties provided 79% oil

and NGL and were 56% proved developed. 

The company has 400 drilling locations in the

Wolfberry, making that its smallest operating

area in terms of drilling locations, but the 10%

proved reserve ranking puts it ahead of the Willis-

ton Basin/Powder River Basin with 4% of reserves,

California with 4% of reserves, and Michigan/Illi-

nois with 6% of reserves. 

The Permian Basin is well behind Jonah Field and

the company’s Hugoton Basin and Texas/Oklahoma

panhandle regions in terms of proved reserves.

According to the company’s website, LINN

entered the Permian Basin in 2009 with the acqui-
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position in the Permian basin. It’s now the company’s second largest operat-

ing area. (Photo courtesy of LINN Energy LLC)
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sition of properties in New Mexico and Texas and

added bolt-on properties to build it into an asset

with 88 MMboe in proved reserves.

“Through year-end 2011 we closed 10 Permian

acquisitions for a total of approximately $1.5 bil-

lion. We now have more than 100,000 net acres

and operate more than 1,300 producing wells in

the region. We increased full-year 2011 produc-

tion 135% over full-year 2010 production,” the

company said.

That acreage includes more than 30,000 net

acres in the Wolfberry trend where the company

drilled 114 operated wells with six rigs in 2011.

Those Wolfberry wells produce from Spraberry,

Wolfcamp, and Strawn zones.

The company said it was conducting a 20-acre

infill pilot program in the Wolfberry, including

microseismic evaluation to guide an infill devel-

opment program that could double its inventory

of Wolfberry locations.

Lynden Energy Corp.

■ Land: 6,730 net acres

■ Accelerating Wolfberry development

Lynden Energy Corp., pushed by favorable results,

focused its full drilling resources for 2012 on its

Wolfberry development project in the Midland Basin.

The Vancouver, British Columbia, company

entered into a participation agreement in October

2009 to acquire interests in 16,500 gross acres of

leases in Glasscock, Howard, Martin, Midland,

and Sterling counties where Wolfberry was the

primary target under five areas of mutual interest.

Lynden’s share of production amounts to 43.75%

of the seller’s interests, which range from 50% to

100% in the leases. In return, Lynden pays half of the

drilling and completion costs attributable to those

interests and the first $2 million on any new leases

or extensions of existing leases.

In 2010 an independent engineering firm esti-

mated proved and probable reserves of 8.25 mil-
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lion bbl of oil and 22 Bcf of gas for the company,

all in the Wolfberry Project.

In November 2012 the company reported in

first fiscal quarter 2013, ended Sept. 30, a pro-

duction of 980 boe/d, all from the Wolfberry. 

At that time, Lynden had 53 gross (22.45 net)

Wolfberry wells on production, including eight

gross (3.41 net) new wells tied in during the quar-

ter. It also had six gross (2.49 net) wells spud or

drilled and awaiting completion or hookup. It

planned to exit 2012 producing between 900

boe/d and 1,000 boe/d after royalty payments.

The company planned to started drilling 43 gross

(18.14 net) Wolfberry wells from July 1, 2012 to

June 30, 2013 at a net cost of approximately $44 mil-

lion, or about $2.1 million per well.

In December 2012 Lynden agreed to sell its inter-

est in 16 gross (seven net) Wolfberry Project wells

and leases covering 1,440 gross (630 net) acres to

BreitBurn Energy Partners LP for $25 million.

Molopo Energy Ltd.

■ Land: 26,000 net acres

■ Sharp production increase

Proof that Permian Basin shales represent a world-class

resource comes from Australia’s Molopo Energy Ltd.

The company sold its Queensland, Australia,

coalbed methane properties to PetroChina for US

$43 million and downgraded its Saskatchewan Midale

prospect to concentrate on its Wolfcamp Shale hold-

ings in the southern Midland Basin. It regards its

South Africa and Quebec properties as noncore assets

at this time.

In a November 2012 presentation for its annual

meeting, the company said it booked its first reserves in

the Wolfcamp during 2012 after drilling nine Wolf-

camp wells in 2011 and 2012. 

Two wells were drilled and are flowing from its

1,400-acre Barnhart property in Irion County, and

another well was drilling in November, all to the Wolf-

camp B bench.
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At its 24,600-acre Fiesta property in Crockett

County, the company drilled three wells to prove up

the oil window. It followed up with two wells to the A

bench, which continued to stabilize in November, and

its first B bench well still was in the flowback stage.

Results from those wells will determine the com-

pany’s development budget for calendar year 2013.

Early results from the Wolfcamp prompted

Molopo to buy out its partner’s 22% interest in the

Fiesta property in April 2012.

It posted reserves in the Wolfcamp for the first

time during 2012 with 1.8 Bcf of gas and 465,000

bbl of oil in proved and probable reserves. 

Molopo plans to fast-track its Texas holdings

with an estimate to raise production from 499 boe/d

in the quarter ended June 30, 2012 to approximately

2,300 boe/d by year-end.

The combined A, B, and C benches of the Wolf-

camp offer 480 well locations at four wells per sec-

tion and estimated ultimate recovery (EUR) of 216

MMboe, or 720 wells at six wells per section and an

EUR of 324 MMboe.

The company also has potential for production

from deeper Canyon and Ellenberger sands.

Nadel and Gussman LLC

■ Wolfcamp and Avalon properties

■ Going slow, watching other operators

Nadel and Gussman LLC holds properties with

potential unconventional production in the

Delaware and Midland basins.

According to a February 2011 article in Oil and

Gas Investor magazine by Steve Toon, the company

has more than 80 Avalon Shale locations in New

Mexico, but it was watching and waiting while oth-

ers evaluated the shale. 

At that time Scott Germann, general manager of

Nadel and Gussman Permian LLC, said, “If you

look at the decline plots, the gas decline is fine, but

the oil portion has a rapid decline. There’s no flat-
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tening in the oil.” When he made that statement, the

first well targeting the Avalon was only 18 months

old, and most wells in the play had less than 12

months of data for analysis.

Nadel and Gussman formed a 50:50 joint ven-

ture (JV) in 2008 with Harvey E. Yates Co.

(HEYCO) called Nadel and Gussman HEYCO

LLC, with HEYCO contributing properties with

high oil potential.

Germann said the JV planned five or six operated

horizontal wells in 2011, and one of those would

target the Avalon Shale. 

The companies formed the JV primarily to

exploit the Bone Spring formations in Eddy, Lea,

and Chavez counties in New Mexico.

Under Nadel and Gussman Permian LLC, the

company also works the Wolfcamp zone in the Mid-

land Basin.

According to IHS Inc., that company planned to

drill the 2 Vaqueros “47” well to the Wolfcamp in

Clyde Reynolds Field in eastern Glasscock County

in 2011.

In late 2010, also in Glasscock County, the com-

pany tested the 117 Bearkat pumping 72 b/d of oil

and 320 Mcf/d of gas from perforations between

7,058 ft and 9,650 ft. Log tops in that well included

the Upper Wolfcamp at 6,874 ft, Middle Wolfcamp

at 7,204 ft, Lower Wolfcamp at 7,503 ft,

Canyon/Cline at 8,979 ft, Strawn/Carbonate at

9,298 ft, and Strawn/Woodford at 9,526 ft.

The company scheduled other wells nearby.

Otis Energy Ltd.

■ Land: Approximately 24,000 gross acres

■ Small stakes may grow

It is a long way from Western Australia to the Lea

County, N.M., section of the Delaware Basin, but

Otis Energy Ltd. likes the potential.

The company has minor interests in two projects

in the county. It has a 5% working interest (3.75% net

revenue interest) in the Sombrero Project and a

5.5% working interest (4.79% net revenue interest) in

the Charro Project.

Only one well had been drilled at Sombrero by

3Q 2012. The WC 35 State #1 did not meet per-

formance expectations. Otis and the operator

were trying to find a completion that would

improve production. 

The company’s wells in the area will target the

Wolfcamp/Cisco shales but offer additional poten-

tial from Queen, Grayburg, Paddock, Atoka, and

Morrow formations.

Otis acquired its interest in the Charro Project in

early 2012. The Paddock/Blinebry conventional

zones are the primary target, but the land also holds

potential for Abo, Wolfcamp, Cisco, Atoka, and

Morrow production.

Occidental Petroleum Corp.

■ Land: 1.03 million net acres

■ Searching shales for growth

Occidental Petroleum Corp. (Oxy), the largest oil

producer in the Permian Basin and Texas and the

largest operator of CO
2

enhanced recovery projects

in the Permian Basin, boasts a huge shale inventory

and an aggressive land acquisition program in West

Texas and southeastern New Mexico.
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The company holds properties in Yemen, Iraq,

Libya, Bolivia, Colombia, Oklahoma, Kansas, Col-

orado, Utah, and North Dakota, but its 

focus areas are in Oman, the United Arab Emi-

rates, Qatar, Bahrain, California, and the 

Permian Basin.

It produces a net 15% of all Permian oil and

holds more than 1 Bbbl of proved reserves in the

Permian Basin formation. Its biggest operation

lies in high-return CO
2

projects, but it is taking a

closer look at shales.

Its capital allocation to the Permian Basin in

2012 was about 75% higher than 2011, the com-

pany said on its website.

In a November 2012 presentation the com-

pany said it had planned to meaningfully decrease

capital spending starting in 3Q, but that “would

have resulted in inefficiencies in areas where we

have seen positive results, such as the Permian,

parts of California, and Oman.”

It did sharply reduce its spending on pure gas

projects and even cut back on some liquids-rich

projects to focus its activities on oil. It succeeded

in increasing production by 6,000 boe/d to 8,000

boe/d from 3Q 2011 to 3Q 2012, but it expected

overall production to remain flat between the

third and fourth quarters of 2012 as gas produc-

tion declined from lack of investment while oil

production increased.

Among the company’s growth drivers are its

CO
2

and non-CO
2

projects in the Permian Basin.

It produced 209,000 boe/d from the basin in 3Q

2012 and was the largest among approximately

1,500 operators working in the area.

Significantly, the company’s property position

in the basin grew sharply, from approximately 3

million gross (1 million net) acres earlier in 

2012 to 4.78 million gross (1.71 million net)

by October.

Among non-CO
2

projects with shale in the

Delaware Basin, the company held 340,00 gross

(120,000 net) acres in the Avalon Shale, 130,000

gross (30,000 net) acres in the Wolfbone play,

570,000 gross (200,000 net) acres in the Wolf-

camp Shale, 420,000 gross (160,000 net) acres in

the Delaware Shale, and 320,000 gross (120,000

net) acres in the Penn Shale.

In the Midland Basin it held 390,000 gross (160,000

net) acres in the Cline Shale, 400,000 gross (140,000

net) acres in the Wolfcamp Shale, and 280,000 gross

(100,000 net) acres in the Wolfberry play.

That means, among Oxy’s 1.71 million net acres

in the Permian Basin, 1.03 million net acres are

prospective for shales or shale combinations.

According to the presentation, when the com-

pany buys properties in the US, it expects returns of

at least 15% from its investment.

Oxy called its non-CO
2

projects its fastest-

growing assets with production up more than

25% since 2010. 

In a May 2010 presentation the company recog-

nized the potential of the Permian Basin and put

10% of its 2010 capex, or $450 million, into the

basin. At that time, it said it would invest 13% of its

$27.5 billion in planned capex in the basin.

At that time, the company controlled more than

550 locations in the Wolfberry play with potential

production of more than 70 MMboe. Its largest

Wolfberry asset was the 250-well Dora Roberts Field

in Midland County. It held Wolfberry properties in

Ector County. 

It also had interests in Wolfcamp production in

Terrell, Glasscock, Pecos, Loving Reeves, Ector,

Andrews, Winkler, and Ward counties.

It also had some Woodford Shale production

from Andrews County.

Pioneer Natural Resources Co.

■ Land: 400,000 acres

■ Massive Wolfcamp potential

Pioneer Natural Resources Co. works production

areas from South Texas to Alaska, but its three

prime focus areas lie in Texas with the Eagle Ford in

South Texas and the Spraberry and horizontal Wolf-

camp plays in West Texas.

According to a December 2012 presentation, it

posted strong enough drilling performance in all

three areas during 2012 that they drove Pioneer’s

production growth.

Pioneer illustrated the importance of the Wolf-

camp Shale in its portfolio, a portfolio that already

includes the dominant position in the vertical

Spraberry play. It held 1.1 Bboe in proved reserves at

the end of 2011, including 609 MMboe in the
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Spraberry. At that time, it had not booked proved

reserves in the Wolfcamp. 

In late 2012, it claimed an upside net resource

potential of 5.6 Bboe from 35,000 potential drilling

locations. Within that number, it estimated 3.5

Bboe in net resource potential in the Wolfcamp

Shale from 8,000 potential drilling locations.

Pioneer is willing to share. In the December

presentation, the company said it offered a 33% to

50% joint venture interest in the company’s work-

ing interest in approximately 200,000 net acres of

land in Upton, Reagan, Irion, and Crockett coun-

ties in the southern Midland Basin prospective

for Wolfcamp Shale. That property includes an

estimated 4,000 potential locations, not counting

downspacing potential. It also contains some 2

Bboe of gross resource potential with a 90% liq-

uids content. 

Wells with 7,000-ft laterals in that area offer esti-

mated ultimate recoveries of 575,000 boe and an

approximate 45% before-tax internal rate of return

with a well cost of $7 million, an oil price of $85/bbl,

and a gas price of $4/MMBtu.

In late January 2013, Pioneer signed an agree-

ment to sell 40% of approximately 207,000 net acres

in the Wolfcamp Shale play to Sinochem Petroleum

USA LLC for $500 million in cash and $1.2 billion

to cover 75% of drilling and facilities costs in devel-

oping the play. Sinochem Petroleum is a US sub-

sidiary of China’s Sinochem Group. The companies

expected the deal to close in 2Q 2013.

Pioneer will remain operator of the contract

area, which covers all formations in the Wolf-

camp and deeper formations in portions of

Upton, Reagan, Irion, Crockett, and Tom Green

counties in Texas.
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The companies plan to drill 86 horizontal Wolf-

camp Shale wells in 2013 and increase activity to 120

wells in 2014 and 165 wells in 2015.

The company has experience to calculate the value

of its Wolfcamp assets. By the end of January 2013, it

had drilled 39 horizontal Wolfcamp wells. It had 22

wells on production and four more flowing back. Of

the 22 wells on production, it completed 20 in the B

interval and two in the A zone. Production for the

Wolfcamp averaged approximately 2,000 boe/d during

2012 and 5,000 boe at year-end. 

The company did not slow its Wolfcamp pro-

gram while awaiting potential joint venture part-

ners. In December, it focused its activities on some

50,000 acres in the southern part of the play where

it expected to drill 90 wells by year-end 2013 to hold

the acreage after drilling 30 to 35 wells throughout

the play in 2012. 

It ran five rigs in 3Q 2012 but expected to

increase that number to seven late in 4Q and

early 1Q 2013. Four of the five rigs were working

the southern area in early December. It allocated

$120,000 million in 4Q 2012 to fund that 

five-rig program.

The company’s northern area, with one rig

working, includes Midland, Martin, and Gaines

county properties.

It completed many of its wells with 7,000-ft lat-

erals, but it drilled one well in 19 days with a

10,000-ft lateral section.

With its opportunities in the Eagle Ford,

Spraberry, and Wolfcamp, Pioneer planned to divest

its 120,00 net acres in the Barnett Shale play in

North Texas and allocate those funds to “higher

return” Texas properties.

The company has development plans for the

Wolfcamp. It can drill up to 55 wells on a 960-acre

segment of land with 20-acre field rules.

That tract would support 41 vertical Spraberry-

Wolfcamp (Wolfberry) wells and up to 14 horizon-

tal Wolfcamp wells, seven wells each in the

Wolfcamp A and B benches. It could drill additional

horizontal wellbores in the C and D benches.

A project of that makeup would require $180

million and provide the company with a resource

potential of approximately 15 MMboe at a $15/boe

finding and development cost.

It would space its vertical wells 900 ft from other

vertical wells and 360 ft from horizontal wells. Hor-

izontal wells would be spaced 725 ft from other

horizontal wells drilled to the same interval.

Quicksilver Resources Inc.

■ Land: 155,000 net acres

■ Testing Permian Basin shale

Quicksilver Resources Inc. taps a long history of

operations in resource plays from coalbed methane

(CBM) through shales as it drills its initial wells in

the Permian Basin.

In Canada the company finished its first eight-

well pad to Klua and Muskwa shales in the Horn

River Basin. It also holds property in the Horseshoe

Canyon CBM play.

Its anchor program in the US rests in North

Texas in the Barnett Shale.

In September 2012 the company signed an acqui-

sition and exploration with the SWEPI LP subsidiary

of Royal Dutch Shell to develop more than 850,000

acres in the Sand Wash Basin of northern Colorado

and southern Wyoming in search of Niobrara Shale.

It also holds property with Bakken potential in

the Montana portion of the Alberta Basin.

In its 3Q 2012 report to shareholders Quicksilver

said it recompleted the Price Ranch 31 well in Pecos

County, Texas, in the Delaware Basin with a 1,500-

ft lateral in the third Bone Spring for 300 boe/d.

That is not an unconventional zone, but the area

also has potential for shallower Avalon and deeper

Wolfcamp shales.

The company also reentered the Vande Ranch

State 1H in Upton County in the Midland Basin in

3Q 2012 and was completing the well with a 2,500-

ft lateral in the Wolfcamp Shale.

Of the 155,000 net acres the company holds in

the Delaware and Midland basins, Quicksilver said

approximately 105,000 net acres are in the oil win-

dow of the Wolfcamp and Bone Spring formations.

Royal Dutch Shell plc

■ 618,000 net acres

■ Shell reenters Permian Basin

Royal Dutch Shell Plc is no stranger to the Permian

Basin. In the 1970s it built one of the biggest CO
2

enhanced recovery operations in the world in the
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Permian Basin. Now it

is back in the basin

looking for shales.

The company

already holds approx-

imately 900,000 gross

acres in the Marcellus

play in Appalachia,

largely due to its

acquisition of East

Resources. It also runs

the Mahogany Project

in the Piceance Basin

of western Colorado

in an effort to hone in

situ production of

kerogen from shale.

In September 2012

it waded back into the

Permian Basin with a

US $1.935 billion pur-

chase of approxi-

mately 618,000 acres of land in the Delaware Basin

from Chesapeake Energy. That Texas and New Mex-

ico property has potential for production from the

unconventional Avalon and Wolfcamp shales and

the conventional Third Bone Spring sandwiched

between the two shales.

The properties produced 26,000 boe/d and had

“significant growth potential” at the time of the

sale, Shell said.

Chesapeake had been involved in a joint venture

(JV) with Anadarko Petroleum on Delaware Basin

properties, but releases from the company did not

say whether those JV properties were involved in

the sale.

At the same time, Chevron said it had acquired

246,000 net acres of land in the Delaware Basin

from Chesapeake.

Resolute Energy Corp.

■ Land: 8,850 net acres

■ Production cash flow supports E&P

Resolute Energy Corp. uses its producing assets in

Utah and Wyoming to provide funds to support

exploration and development in North Dakota and

the Permian Basin in West Texas.

Much of that cash flow comes from the CO
2

flood at giant Aneth Field and nearby McElmo

Creek Field in the Paradox Basin of southeastern

Utah and from Hilight Field’s Muddy produc-

tion in the Powder River Basin in northeastern

Wyoming.

Those funds provide cash for its developing

properties, including those in the Permian Basin.

Before a December 2012 acquisition the com-

pany held 6,532 net acres across thePermian

Basin. Approximately 44% of reserves in those

properties came from the Wolfberry play in

Howard County in the Midland Basin of Texas,

while another 36% came from conventional pro-

duction in Lea County, N.M., according to a

December 2012 presentation.

Those properties also include Wolfbone prop-

erties in Reeves County in the Delaware Basin.

Resolute planned to work two rigs in the Per-

mian Basin through year-end 2012 to work some

90 net locations and drill and complete 19 gross

(14.1 net) wells.

The company’s focus during 2012 was the Wolf-

bone, a combination of the Third Bone Spring and

Wolfcamp Shale, where it worked one drilling rig.
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The other rig will test Mississippian and

Spraberry conventional zones and Cline and Wolf-

camp shales. The company holds 11 net locations in

that area, completed seven wells in 2012, and has 11

undrilled locations on 40-acre spacing. It held 750

acres in the Midland Basin.

In December 2012 the company said it acquired

properties in Howard County, Texas, and Lea

County, N.M., for US $120 million. 

The 1,310 net acres in Howard County primarily

targeted the Wolfberry play and produced a net 377

boe/d in 3Q 2012. 

The Lea County properties produced from 39

wells in conventional fractured carbonates.

Sumitomo Corp.

■ Land: 650,000 gross acres

■ Forms joint venture with Devon

Japan’s Sumitomo Corp. joined the parade to the Per-

mian Basin when it formed a joint venture with Devon

Energy Corp. for a 30% share of 650,000 net acres in the

Cline and Wolfcamp shale plays in the Midland Basin.

Sumitomo agreed to put up US $340 million in

cash and another $1.025 billion in drilling carries to

fund 70% of Devon’s capital requirements in the ven-

ture properties. In all, Sumitomo will pay 79% of the

drilling costs.

The companies planned to drill 40 wells in 2012

and use the entire $1.025 billion by the middle of

2014, although the companies expect drilling to

continue for at least 15 years. Devon will operate

the project.

The properties are in the eastern part of the Permian

Basin.

Sumitomo also has interests in the Barnett and

Marcellus shales.

In November 2012 IHS Inc. reported Devon per-

mitted two horizontal wildcats in an apparent attempt

to extend its Wolfcamp and Cline shale programs

along the eastern shelf of the Permian Basin. The wells

are the 1H and 2H Flat Top Ranch “M” wells, with one

in Haskell County and the other in Stonewall County. 

Summit Petroleum LLC

■ Land: More than 6,000 gross acres

■ From the founders of the Wolfberry play

Summit Petroleum LLC started under the 

direction of Dennis Johnson, one of the people

largely responsible for the initiation of the Wolf-

berry play.

Industry history gives credit for the Wolfberry

play idea to Dave Feavel, an employee of Henry

Petroleum. Jim Henry and Dennis Johnson were

Feavel’s bosses at Henry Petroleum.

The Henry team analyzed the Wolfcamp and

put together the completion combination that

made the Spraberry-Dean-Wolfcamp (Wolfberry)

play profitable. Johnson left Henry Petroleum to

become president and later chairman and CEO of

Summit. Concho later acquired Henry in 2008,

and Jim Henry formed Henry Resources. 

In a March 2012 release on mywesttexas.com,

Matt Johnson, who worked with Dennis Johnson

to form Summit, said the company’s operations

included roughly 500 undeveloped Wolfberry

locations in Upton and Midland counties on 40-

acre spacing and more than 1,000 additional

potential locations in nonoperated Wolfberry and

emerging vertical and horizontal plays.

At that time the company had a net budget of

more than US $100 million and 10,000 boe/d of

gross operated production.

Victory Energy Corp.

■ Land: 3,408 gross acres

■ Building in the Wolfberry from a small base

Victory Energy Corp. acquires, explores, and pro-

duces oil and gas properties through its partner-

ship with Aurora Energy Partners with properties

in Texas and New Mexico.

It has two properties that aim for production

from the Wolfberry. The Lightnin’ property in

Glasscock County, Texas, covers 320 acres sur-

rounded by Wolfberry production by veteran

operators. The companycalculates a mid-case esti-

mated ultimate recovery of 175,000 boe with a

potential to drill eight vertical wells on 40-acre

spacing. The holding may support 20-acre spac-

ing. Victory paid US $480,000 for the stake.

Victory planned to farm out a half working

interest in the prospect. That would leave Vic-

tory with a 25% working interest (18.75% net rev-

enue interest) in the prospect. Unitex Oil and

Gas LLC will operate the property.
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The companies plan to drill the first well in 

1Q 2013.

Victory also has a stake in the ClearWater Project in

the Wolfberry trend, a Howard County property that

produced from three wells in late 2012.

The company, through Aurora Energy Part-

ners, has a 1.5% working interest (1.125% net rev-

enue interest) in 3,186 gross acres in the project.

Development started in May 2011.

Whiting Petroleum Corp.

■ Land: 91,258 net acres

■ Working the Delaware Basin

Whiting Petroleum Corp. targets the Bakken/Three

Forks formations in North Dakota as the prime source

of its income but maintains high-potential proper-

ties in the Delaware Basin segment of the Permian

Basin, as well.

The company is one of the largest landholders in

the Bakken play and the second largest oil producer in

North Dakota. It also operates one of the largest

enhanced oil recovery projects in the US at its North

Ward Estes CO
2

project in Ward and Winkler counties

in Texas.

According to a December 2012 presentation, the

company also holds 121,461 gross (91,258 net) acres

with vertical Wolfbone and horizontal Wolfcamp and

Bone Spring potential in its Big Tex project in Pecos,

Reeves, and Ward counties in the Delaware Basin.

Interests vary by well but generally work out to a 76%

working interest and a 57% net revenue interest.

One Wolfcamp well, the May 2501 H, came in at

323 boe/d, and the company had two more Wolfcamp

horizontal wells awaiting completion in December. 

The company listed proved reserves of 122.5

MMbbl and 38.1 Bcf of gas, or 128.8 MMboe, or 27%

of corporate proved reserves in the Permian Basin. 

Whiting set aside US $97 million in capex for the

Permian Basin in 2012, or 5% of its corporate total, to

drill 19 net wells. It has 838 gross (338 net) proved,

probable, and possible drilling locations on its prop-

erties — more than any other corporate area, including

the Williston Basin.

W&T Offshore Inc.

■ Land: 34,500 net acres

■ Onshore prospects back offshore emphasis

W&T Offshore Inc., as its name implies, directs much

of its expertise to its Gulf of Mexico operations, but the

company began assembling onshore properties during

2010 and continued into 2012. 

One assembly point was the Permian Basin,

where W&T put together its Yellow Rose and

Terry County program, both with horizontal

Wolfcamp wells.

In a December presentation the company said

it held 23,400 acres at Yellow Rose, a property in

Dawson, Martin, Andrews, and Gaines counties

that produced approximately 3,500 boe/d from

vertical wells. It drilled 59 wells on the property

and completed 53 wells through October 2012.

That production increased 25% in the 60 days

before the presentation.

In that mix the company drilled three hori-

zontal Wolfcamp wells, and at the time of the

presentation, all three were awaiting completion

or were flowing back frac fluids.

Wolfcamp horizontal wells on that property

cost US $6.5 million to drill and complete. The

company planned to spud another Wolfcamp

horizontal well in December 2012 and continue

drilling vertical wells, including a 40-acre-spacing

pilot project.

It drilled two additional horizontal Wolfcamp

wells on its Terry County property. At the time of

the presentation one was flowing back frac fluids,

and the other had reached total depth. Wells on

that 10,800-acre property cost the company $6.3

million to drill and complete.

W&T expected to have production results from

all five horizontal wells during 1Q 2013.

On its website the company said it picked up

its most significant Permian Basin position,

21,500 net acres in May 2011, for $366 million,

and that property held estimated proved reserves

of 30 MMboe with 91% oil and gas liquids. It

held estimated probable reserves of approxi-

mately 25 MMboe. 

At that time the property had approximately

75 wells producing about 2,950 boe/d and hun-

dreds of proved and probable well locations.

W&T said it would target the Spraberry, Dean,

Wolfcamp, and Strawn formations on the prop-

erties in the Wolfberry trend. ■
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This land of few trees and little water features the

country’s largest basin, one that’s been produc-

ing oil for approximately 90 years. Featuring what ge-

ologists call one of the world’s thickest deposits of

rocks from the Permian geologic period and measur-

ing 102,000 sq miles, this hydrocarbon landmark is

said to contain 29% of the estimated future oil reserve

growth in the US. The Permian has 150,000 produc-

ing wells and many more are planned. According to

the University of Texas of the Permian Basin, the basin

yields more than 1 MMbbl/d of oil, or more than 20%

of lower 48 production. As for natural gas, the basin

produces 4 Bcf/d. Add to this the undiscovered re-

sources of the Permian, which a 2010 US Geological

Survey estimated to be 1,257 MMbbl of oil, 40,584 Bcf

of gas, and 1,021 MMbbl of NGL.

“The Permian is an interesting beast. It doesn’t

want to die,” said Don McClean, Packers Plus tech-

nical sales. “Not every formation in the Permian

has hydrocarbons entrapped in it. It’s just a function

of trying to get the technology to meet up with the

economic recovery of it. I think we’re making some

strides in that regard.” 

How the Permian’s oil and natural gas has his-

torically been produced using vertical technologies

differs distinctly in some areas today. Vertical wells

are still abundant but horizontal work is now start-

ing to dominate the discussions of operators and

service companies, especially when it comes to the

Delaware Basin’s horizontal shale formations like

the Wolfcamp, Bone Spring, and Cline, located

below the Wolfcamp in the Midland Basin. 

However, knowing the trend toward horizontal

plays is only one small step in this equation. Exe-

cuting successful completions in this realm involves

a different set of tools and technologies, not count-

ing dealing with the realities of limitations that

exist from challenges like limited water, changing

chemistry configurations, new infrastructures, and

environmental regulations. Add to this the knowl-

edge that drilling horizontally is no guarantee of

success; wellbore collapses and sticking have turned

more than a few away from this type of play.

A range of new or advanced products and tech-

nologies are being used today in the Permian, pro-

vided by a range of companies that includes Baker

Hughes (AutoTrak Curve, H2prO, RockView, Spec-

tralog, AziTrak, XPVision, AutographPC), Hallibur-

ton (MaxForce Perforating Charges, CleanStream,

CleanWave), National Oilwell Varco (Stand Transfer

Vehicle, AC Ideal Prime Rig, TDS-11SH Top Drive),

Packers Plus (StackFRAC), Schlumberger (Litho Scan-

ner, HiWAY, ThruBit), Supreme Services & Specialty

Co. (Sand Dehydration Station), and Universal Pres-

sure Pumping (PFR-21 “A”). 

“There have been a lot of companies showing up

with new processes, new gimmicks,” said Jeff

Wilkinson, director of sales at Universal Pressure

While challenges have driven some companies away from West

Texas, others have found success through innovation.

Investigating New Tools,

Technologies for 

the Permian Basin

By Glenn R. Meyers
Contributing Editor 
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Pumping. “Many of them are viable and many are

not cost-effective. There are a lot of logistics in there

that the operators are really learning.”

The drilling distances in the Delaware Basin are

ranging from 3,500 ft to 5,000 ft for the Wolfcamp

and Bone Spring. In the Midland Basin, the Wolf-

camp will vary from 4,000 ft to 11,000 ft. In the

Cline Formation of the Midland Basin, drilling dis-

tances are trending in the 4,000 ft to 4,500 ft range.

In the Delaware Basin, oil-based mud is used to

drill the horizontal Wolfcamp and Bone Spring

wells. The Cline is being drilled with a specifically

designed clay-free oil-based mud, said Dean Prather,

Halliburton area technology manager for the Per-

mian Basin. The Wolfcamp is being drilled with a

specifically designed brine mud that has shown

higher penetration rates and the ability to push the

lateral length out further. “The experience we are

having is we are able to drill the laterals faster

because of the properties it has,” he said. “It’s been

gratifying to meet or exceed expectations.”

Many horizontal plays prove to be remarkably

challenging. As David Fairhurst, Schlumberger

Southwest Basin ES Wireline sales manager, said,

“The Permian Basin, which is made up of three sep-

arate basins, is one of the most complex, highly

laminated, especially unconventional resources in

the world. It’s the proving ground for all of our for-

mation evaluation tools – if they are going to work

there, they will work anywhere, whereas in a lot of

unconventionals one will have several hundred feet

with a payzone. In the Permian, one will have thou-

sands of feet of gross thickness interspersed with

various payzones. It requires the best formation

evaluation available.” 

Spectroscopy tools for horizontal work

The Schlumberger Litho Scanner high-definition

(HD) spectroscopy service provides gamma ray spec-

troscopy for detailed description of complex reser-

voirs. This tool was designed for precisely measuring

key elements in a variety of rock formations like

those in these Permian plays. The Litho Scanner

service has been run successfully in more than 80

wells in major shale plays in North America, South

America, and several conventional reservoirs, the

company reports.

“We have always thought that acquiring meas-

urements and understanding the rock is important in

these unconventional plays due to heterogeneity

because of the way the rock changes and varies as one

moves from one drilling location to another, or as one

chooses a landing location or another for a horizon-

tal well,” Fairhurst said. “The Permian is the place

where we see this requirement most dramatically.” 

A pulsed neutron generator and a cerium-doped

lanthanum bromide gamma ray detector enable

this tool to measure spectra for an expanded set of

elements in comparison to previous spectroscopy

tools, according to Schlumberger. In carbonates,

for instance, the magnesium measurement can be

used to accurately differentiate calcite from

dolomite at standard logging speeds.

Total organic carbon (TOC) and kerogen content

for shale gas plays is computed by subtracting the

amount of inorganic carbon associated with car-

bonate minerals from the total inelastic measure-

ment of carbon, according to the company website.

The stand-alone TOC output is presented as a con-

tinuous wellsite log, independent of the environ-

ment and reservoir. Also, the delay in waiting for

Litho Scanner HD spectroscopy service provides gamma ray 

spectroscopy to enable detailed description of complex reservoirs. 

(Image courtesy of Schlumberger)
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laboratory sample analysis has been eliminated. The

Litho Scanner service can be combined with most

openhole services via wireline.

ThruBit, a company recently acquired by Schlum-

berger, specializes in logging horizontal wells with a

specially designed set of slimhole logging tools, which

are conveyed through drill pipe and the company’s

Portal bit. The technique permits data gathering in

lateral wellbores at minimal risk and at low to mod-

erate cost compared to more expensive methods.

Openhole logging measurements included in the

ThruBit system are resistivity, density and neutron

porosities, gamma ray, caliper, and both compres-

sional and shear wave sonic. The main benefit of hav-

ing these data in the laterals is to aid in completion

design and to have a better way to see variation in rock

properties beyond what was previously available with

a simple MWD-gamma ray curve from the directional

drillers, the company said. 

Since its inception ThruBit has seen a steep

increase in horizontal logging activities in most of

the current plays. The ThruBit system provides a

way to fill these data gaps and provide the critical

inputs to the Schlumberger Mangrove reservoir-

centric stimulation design platform.

Case study

In the Delaware Basin, the Wolfbone is the local name

given to wells with comingled production from the

Wolfcamp and the Bone Spring intervals. The wells are

commonly drilled down to 9,500 ft to 12,500 ft with

the targeted interval encompassing a thickness of up

to 2,500 ft. Although the shallow intervals, like the

Avalon and the first and second Bone Spring are viable

targets, the majority of operators elect to initially com-

plete the overpressured zones from the base of the

Wolfcamp to the top of the third Bone Spring interval.

Based on pressure management and economical con-

siderations, the shallow horizons may be completed

later on subsequent mobilizations.

Here the challenges include economic well

development and controlling completion cost.

The Wolfbone comprises multistacked conven-

tional and unconventional packages resulting in

the interval having highly heterogeneous litholo-

gies and formation properties. An understand-

ing of the spatial variability in the Wolfbone and

applying the appropriate completion solutions

are critical to the economic success of vertical

Wolfbone well developments. Through detailed

completion and production evaluation of the ver-

tical well program, productive horizons within

the Wolfbone can be identified and ranked for

future horizontal well developments.  

A balance must be struck between completion

costs and optimal well performance to ensure proj-

ect profitability. This also is true in Wolfbone devel-

opments where completion solutions must focus on

applying the appropriate technologies that address

the key technical challenges while controlling over-

all well cost and ensuring optimal production.

The Schlumberger Platform Express integrated

wireline logging tool with spectroscopy measure-

ments and the combinable magnetic resonance

tools were run on the subject wells in order to con-

struct oil shale montages. This provided petro-
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physical interpretations of the Wolfbone interval

and allowed for improved identification of the pay

targets, according to the company. The Sonic Scan-

ner acoustic scanning platform also was run on the

subject wells to derive anisotropic mechanical rock

properties and stress models.

Using the oil shale montages and the anisotropic

mechanical rock properties and stress models, Man-

grove was used to determine treatment staging and

perforation placement as well as perform

hydraulic fracture simulations for optimized frac-

ture treatment parameters. To address completion

efficiency and fracture conductivity concerns, the

HiWAY flow-channel fracturing technique was

implemented on the subject wells. 

The integrated completion optimization resulted

in the vertical Wolfbone subject wells performing in

the top 20% in initial oil production compared with

offset wells, the company said. HiWAY also allowed

for 6% in water and 30% proppant reduction when

compared with conventional Schlumberger stimu-

lation treatments, according to the company.

Completion and production evaluation provided

critical input into the future drilling and completion

program. Through critical petrophysical calibrations

resulting from this analysis, cost savings of an average

$734,000 per well were identified and implemented

with regard to the drilling and completions opera-

tions. This analysis also identified high potential hor-

izontal targets within the Wolfbone that would be

targeted in future horizontal developments.

With these key Wolfbone findings in mind,

Schlumberger integrated solutions were also applied

to an operator’s initial horizontal Wolfcamp devel-

opment in the Delaware Basin. Advanced reservoir

characterization, well placement optimization using

the PowerDrive X6 rotary steerable system (RSS),

ShortPulse MWD and PeriScope bed boundary

mapper services, as well as recommendations on

wellbore configuration and stimulation design, all

contributed to improvements in formation evalua-

tion, drilling performance, and completions. As a

result, the subject well was drilled and completed in

a new and deeper target interval, with the well

exhibiting a 60% increase in initial oil production

compared to offset laterals landing in the shallower

traditional target.

Handling water logistics

Water, a critical ingredient in all fracturing work, never

has been abundant in the Permian Basin. Operators

who are planning E&P work in the area face numerous

questions on how they will approach water manage-

ment issues. Freshwater, though always preferable,

may not be readily available near the site, tipping truck-

ing transport charges into red ink domains. Storage

and disposal issues also must be considered with water

management planning, especially as it concerns pro-

duced or recycled waters.

Excessive water production has long been a chal-

lenge in the Permian Basin and continues to threaten

the economic viability of many wells, especially in the

Wolfberry play. The Wolfberry is an oil and gas pro-

ducing zone characterized by low reservoir pressure.

This intertwined play combines the Spraberry, Dean,

and Wolfcamp formations and is composed of

interbedded sandstone, shale, and dolomite. Poten-

tially prolific oil production in the Wolfberry wells

can be nullified by water influx into wells. 
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PeriScope real-time bed boundary mapping ensures precise well

placement to maximize production while minimizing drilling costs.
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A number of service companies have developed

technologies to tackle water management questions

and offer various approaches for operators to con-

sider in their planning stages. Stephen Monroe,

product line manager for surface water treatment

for Baker Hughes’ water management group,

believes the largest issue operators face in the Per-

mian Basin is one of logistics – beginning with

sourcing and ending with disposal. 

“Once you find the

source water, the logistics

of moving that water

around or even having to

store it are huge. And once

you use it you’ve still got a

problem with produced

water flowing back 

from those formations,” 

Monroe said. 

An integrated approach

to water management is

most prudent in address-

ing water management

questions. This includes

planning for water collec-

tion and distribution while

designing an infrastructure

with integrated treatment

options for any new devel-

opment areas. Once the challenges of moving and

storing water are resolved, treatment for recycling or

reuse is a matter of applying the right technology to

produce the desired water quality.

For its water management programs, Baker

Hughes has identified four key technologies that it

uses to offer a spectrum of treatment options: filtra-

tion units, electrocoagulation (EC), a chlorine dioxide

system, and a thermal evaporation system. All sys-

tems are mobile and designed to treat water as close

as possible to its point of use and can move when

drilling activity shifts.

“The treatment really depends on the characteris-

tics of the water source and what the intended use of

the water is,” Monroe said. “It could be something as

simple as our filtration units, which filter out sus-

pended solids. Many times that is all that is needed if

you are just doing a simple slickwater frac job. 

For a crosslinked application where cleaner

water is needed, Monroe suggests a tool like the

company’s EC system to remove heavy metals,

such as iron, or chlorine dioxide for sour water or

bioremediation.

When ultra-pure water is needed, Baker Hughes

has a thermal evaporation system, which was

released for desalinization and complete dissolved

solids (TDS) removal. This system will take water at

128,000 TDS and lower it to 300 TDS with up to

70% efficiency, according to Monroe.
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Using one of the company’s H2prO mobile test

facilities, a water management expert tests

water as close as possible to its point of use.

(Image courtesy of Baker Hughes)

Case study: water reuse

During a recent Permian Basin hydraulic fracturing job, the operator wanted to reuse produced water to

offset the expense of sourcing and trucking freshwater. The hydraulic fracturing job consisted of nine

stages, requiring more than 1,300 bbl per stage.

Baker Hughes recommended a water treatment solution to facilitate use of onsite-produced water in the

fracturing fluids. Pretreatment water analysis determined that both the influent and effluent water sam-

ples contained high concentrations of hydrogen sulfide (H
2
S) and organics. Based on these findings, the

H2prO HD was used to neutralize the H
2
S and bacteria.

The system uses chlorine dioxide green chemistry to neutralize bacteria, H
2
S, iron sulfide, phenols, mer-

captans, and polymers. Following treatment, the water could be reused with no negative impact to the

producing formation or to downhole equipment. Residual hydrocarbons could be recovered from the

wastewater.

The system treated 3,400 bbl of water, which was used in the polymer-based, crosslinked hydraulic frac-

turing fluid. Post-job analysis confirmed the treatment used 100% of the treated water with no dilution

for the job design. By eliminating freshwater and disposal costs, the operator’s overall operating

expenses for the project were reduced by 30%. 

(Source: Baker Hughes) 
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Water treatment

Dale Pierce, development manager for National Oilwell

Varco (NOV) Fluid Control, has overseen some water

treatment pilot projects in Odessa and Andrews coun-

ties in Texas for recycling purposes, cleaning fracture

flowback water for reuse as frac fluid. Such produced

water or brine hap-

pens to be very salty.

“It’s very difficult to

get the saltwater out

of it,” he said. 

Pierce said that

some of the fractur-

ing companies prefer

water without a lot of

calcium, magnesium,

and sulfates in it due

to the scaling tenden-

cies. Keeping the frac-

ture fluid from

gelling up and cross-

linking is important.

“Getting it that clean

is not an easy propo-

sition. It remains less expensive right now to use fresh-

water for fracturing purposes.

“I don’t think anybody has the solution to it

yet, other than to go all the way to a distillation

process which makes the water very expensive,”

Pierce added. 

NOV provides the AQUA-VES mobile membrane

system, which removes suspended solids, oils, and

greases. Depending on water quality, some chemical

pretreatment also would remove the calcium, magne-

sium, and sulfates, according to Pierce

Sand dehydration for flowback treatment

Supreme Service & Specialty Co.’s Sand Dehydra-

tion Station (SDS) also has been developed as part

of the flowback system and is primarily used to

contain sand and filter fluids. The sand and fluids

flow into the station’s gas buster to ventilate volatile

organic compounds. The fluids flowing through

the filtration system then are transferred to the des-

ignated freshwater reservoir. The sand is contained

within the system tank for the ensuing dehydra-

tion process. The sand’s profile then is tested and

hauled to the disposal location.
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Case study: water treatment

Controlling bacteria growth in fracturing fluid is critical because bacteria downhole can lead to the corrosion of

wellbore tubular, resulting in the production of sour (H2S) fluids. Bacteria also can destroy the fracturing fluid

resulting in the failure of a fracturing treatment. 

The CleanStream service uses a mobile unit capable of treating fracturing fluid at rates up to 100 bbl/min.

Using the service enables operators to significantly reduce the volume of biocides used to treat for aerobic

and anaerobic (sulfate reducing) bacteria, according to the company.  

If wellsite logistics permit the use of CleanStream service on-the-fly, biocide addition can be reduced to zero.

For every barrel of oil produced, approximately three barrels of water are used. Between 10% and 40% of the

fluid volume used in fracturing operations flows back during the subsequent cleanup. The company’s Clean-

Wave frac flowback and produced water treatment supports recycling of flowback and produced water at the

well site. This service has a mobile electrocoagulation component that uses electricity to treat flowback and

produced water at rates of up to 26,000 b/d using minimal power. 

The CleanWave system destabilizes and coagulates the suspended colloidal matter in water. When con-

taminated water passes through the electrocoagulation cells, the anodic process releases positively

charged ions which bind onto the negatively charged colloidal particles in water, resulting in coagulation.

Gas bubbles, produced at the cathode, attach to the coagulated matter and cause it to float to the sur-

face where it is removed by a surface skimmer. Heavier coagulants sink to the bottom, leaving clear

water suitable for use in drilling and production operations.

(Source: Halliburton) 

The SDS has been developed as part of the flow-

back system and is primarily used to contain sand

and filter fluids.  (Image courtesy of Supreme Serv-

ice & Specialty Co.)
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According to Supreme Services, its SDS is eco-

nomical and environmentally friendly. The system

includes a 300 bbl tank, a vertical gas buster, a fil-

tration system, and a transfer pump. Supreme Serv-

ices can then transport the dehydrated sand to the

disposal location. 

Avoiding emulsions with a 

powdered friction reducer

The amount of water required to fracture a hori-

zontal well may be as much as 10 times the volume

of water required to fracture a vertical well, said

Dennie Martin, director of engineering and tech-

nology for Universal Pressure Pumping, which spe-

cializes in horizontal fracturing. “When you get

into horizontal fracturing, issues come up logisti-

cally where the fracturing process requires so much

more water than on a vertical well.” 

The company has been successfully pumping its

powdered friction reducer (PFR) technology – PFR-21

“A” – in the Permian Basin. This dry product demon-

strates the ability to decrease surface treating pres-

sures during a fracturing treatment, according to the

company. Rapid hydrating yields friction reduction

almost immediately during treatment. The product

is tolerant to moderate and high brine solutions and

is able to hydrate and perform in the presence of

most mono and divalent ions. This hydrocarbon-

free friction reducer rendering is more environmen-

tally friendly, Martin said, adding that this product

shows significant cost savings when compared to

liquid emulsion-type friction reducers (FRs). The

technology also helps reduce FR volume that is

injected into the well.

Universal Pressure Pumping released PFR-21 “A”

in August after conducting a 30-day field trial in

Irion County, Texas.

“We have been using it since then with extremely

positive results in produced water and flowback

water,” Martin said.
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The company has been successfully pumping its powdered friction reducer technology – PFR-21 “A” – in the Permian Basin. This dry prod-

uct demonstrates the ability to decrease surface treating pressures during a fracturing treatment on a customer’s well.  (Image courtesy of

Universal Pressure Pumping)
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Penetration advances 

for fracturing

Halliburton’s 150 MaxForce FRAC is a

2¾-in., 6-shot-per-foot perforating gun

system that provides positive news for

the fracturing side of the drilling equa-

tion. Perforating charges traditionally

have been designed for natural comple-

tions, focusing on depth of penetration

but having little control concerning hole

size or consistency. Oil and gas reservoirs,

including unconventionals in the Per-

mian that require stimulation to be pro-

ductive, can benefit from this perforating

gun system, according to the company. 

The charge has been designed to

maximize hole size performance while

providing entry hole consistency in the

casing, regardless of the gun’s azimuth,

orientation, and standoff. Prather

pointed out that when typically perfo-

rating a hole, the gun is usually laying

to one side. “When you perforate, the

side of the gun that’s closest to the cas-

ing makes the biggest hole,” he said.

“And the side of the gun that’s farthest

away from the casing gets a very small

almost impenetrable hole. What Hal-

liburton has done is create a perforat-

ing charge, knowing we’re going to be

laying on the casing. The charges are

built so that no matter where it goes,

you are virtually the same size all the

way around.” These perforating charges

have resulted in a lower treating pres-

sure of 100 psi to 200 psi in fracturing

treatments, according to Halliburton.

Multistage fracing systems

In the Permian Basin Packers Plus

provides a series of “stackable” open-

hole, high-pressure packers that run

in conjunction with production cas-

ing for both vertical and horizontal

wellbores. “The completion tech-

nique uses packers to replace the

need to cement the casing in place
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This image shows the vertical openhole StackFRAC multistage fra-

turing system completion in the Permian Basin. (Image courtesy of

Packers Plus)
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for the purposes of fracture isolation,” said Don

McLean of Packers Plus. “In between those pack-

ers, we provide what is essentially considered a

ball-activated sliding sleeve.” 

The purpose of the ball-activated sliding sleeve is

twofold: first, it provides access to the frac zone in

between those packers, thus eliminating the need to

perforate the casing in between the packers. Second, by

eliminating that need and using a ball-drop method,

this system is able to provide a continuous pumping

operation for the entire wellbore using multistage frac-

ture stimulation without having to continually shut

down to set bridge plugs in between perforation stages.

“We eliminate the time and cost associated with that

by providing a series of ball drops,” McLean said. “We

can inject the ball while we’re still pumping and shift

to the next zone up the wellbore.” 

The StackFRAC multistage fracturing system is

predominantly used for horizontal wells in the Per-

mian although it can be applied vertically.

In the field

An operator working the Permian Basin was targeting

the layered combination of the Wolfberry and Bone

Spring formations, an unconventional trend that is a

mix of fine sandstone and siltstone interbedded with

various shale and carbonate layers. The shale and car-

bonate layers act as barriers to fracture growth, mak-

ing well completions a challenge. As this is a

well-established, mature field, new methods and tech-

nologies must be investigated to gain access to the

remaining hydrocarbons.

The operator wanted to effectively complete

these formations while keeping costs low. A hori-

zontal technique was not viable due to the thickness

of the pay zone and multiple shale and carbonate

barriers. In Reeves County, Texas, the operator’s

pay zone for drilling was roughly 1,000 ft to 1,500

ft thick. Standard plug and perf (PNP) stimulation

methods would be costly and time-consuming, so

the operator wanted alternative solutions. Focus
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keyed on exploiting the higher porosity and per-

meability of the sandstone layers, as well as any

existing natural fractures.

The operator chose to run StackFRAC in an

openhole vertical well to maximize the total pay

zone. The system was run on 5.5-in., 17 lb/ft casing

with an average stage spacing of just over 100 ft, and

a total of 11 stages. The tight spacing was required

to effectively stimulate the entire pay zone and help

to overcome the natural barriers of the formation.

The stimulation was a combination of slickwater

and crosslinked fluid with a maximum sand con-

centration of 4 lb/gal. A total of 1,000 tons of prop-

pant was pumped into the well.

The vertical well completion design proved suc-

cessful, the company said. The openhole comple-

tion allowed for contact with the entire length of

the wellbore. As of November 2012, the operator

completed seven wells, each with an 11-stage

StackFRAC system. It took, an average of 21 hours

to stimulate the 11 stages in each well. Of those of

21 hours, 16 to 18 hours were spent pumping;

the other hours resulted in nonproductive time

(NPT) due to repairs of surface equipment. Using

the PNP method would have meant a minimum of

an additional 15 hours added to the stimulation

time due to wireline rigup and rigdown, plus wire-

line trip time in and out of the hole. The system

achieved time and cost savings in addition to

higher production volumes compared to the stan-

dard PNP offset wells, according to the company.

Increasing fracture conductivity

Schlumberger’s HiWAY flow-channel fracturing

technique has been designed to create open path-

ways inside a fracture, allowing hydrocarbons to

flow through the stable channels rather than

the proppant. This optimizes connectivity between

the reservoir and the wellbore, resulting in better

fracture conductivity, according to the company.

As the Schlumberger production and stimula-

tion engineer Malcolm Yates sees it, the HiWAY

service provides operators with measurable water

and proppant savings in their hydraulic fracturing

activities. “HiWAY … uses proppant with special-

ized fibers and blending technology to engineer pil-

lars within the fracture,” he said. “Between the

pillars, the hydrocarbons are free to flow through

the highly conductive channels.”

Yates said the company has successfully applied

the technology in the Permian Basin, and had 

satisfactory results. “Overall in the Permian, more

than 360 stages on 40 wells have been performed to

date, resulting in an average 34% improvement in

production versus offsets. Screenout rate has also

been reduced dramatically to only 0.5% over all the

stages performed. Average water savings of 6% and

proppant reduction of 30% have also helped sim-

plify logistics and reduced supply chain require-

ments,” he said.

Mapping and imaging while drilling

Schlumberger’s MicroScope resistivity- and imaging-

while-drilling service provides high-resolution electrical

images and laterolog resistivity measurements in con-

ductive mud environments for advanced formation
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evaluation in complex and challenging reservoirs. This

LWD service enables drillers to stay within their zone

when placing horizontal wellbores. The tool is being

implemented in the Delaware and Midland basins.

Showing a 360° view around the borehole, the

MicroScope service can be used to help calculate

reserve estimates, optimize completion designs, and

perform an invasion profile analysis, the company

said. Its real-time resistivity measurements, high-res-

olution borehole images, and azimuthal gamma

ray measurements can be interpreted to enable crit-

ical geosteering decisions in the basins’ unconven-

tional reservoirs. 

Additionally, the PeriScope bed boundary mapper

aids in greater precision of lateral placement in thin tar-

gets like the third Bone Spring Sands that range from

8 ft to 10 ft thick. 

According to Irless Gene Brooks, Schlumberger

PetroTechnical Services sales engineer, once a hori-

zontal target is identified, it is becoming more critical

to stay within that target. In the third Bone Spring

sands, for example, Brooks said the company has

drilled and steered more than 200 wells using the

PeriScope deep-reading electromagnetic LWD service

for optimal well placement. “We also have success-

fully deployed the PeriScope service in the Cline and

Wolfcamp in the Midland Basin,” he added. “Once

the lateral targets are identified from our key wireline

measurements in a vertical pilot hole, we then

model that data to identify the best tool needed for

steering within the target zone.” 

Schlumberger also is using MicroScope tool to

identify fractures in some of the deeper Delaware Wolf-

camp plays, Brooks said. 

Interpretation of the technology’s images for frac-

ture identification and porosity evaluation allows for

a better understanding of fracture networks, according

to the company. The service’s azimuthally focused lat-

erolog resistivity measurements show little distortion

from shoulder-bed and anisotropy effects, enabling

accurate interpretation of vertical and horizontal resis-

tivity used for evaluating production potential in

unconventional reservoirs. 

Petrophysical evaluations

The Baker Hughes RockView service combines geo-

chemical data from the Spectralog service and the
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horizontal wells. (Images courtesy of Schlumberger)

On a single collar, the MicroScope imaging-while-drilling service provides

high-resolution laterolog resistivity and full borehole images in conductive mud

environments. 
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Formation Lithology Explore measurements. It

applies the principles of gamma ray spectroscopy to

provide accurate in situ mineralogical characteriza-

tion of conventional and unconventional reservoirs.

The data are collected and then imported into

Baker Hughes’ RockView software, which is then

used to compute the lithology and mineralogy of

the rock. This helps to resolve the ambiguities of tra-

ditional petrophysical evaluation methods. 

“Running this service in the Permian Basin is

particularly useful,” said Angie Guzman, Baker

Hughes product line manager for mineralogy serv-

ices, “because traditional logs do not paint an accu-

rate picture. These formations typically have very

high radioactive content, giving less than accurate

[shale volume] values.”

The Feldspar content, which creates the highly

radioactive signal in the gamma ray measurement,

can be determined using RockView. According to

the company, this method is more accurate than tra-

ditional shale volume computations.

Deep azimuthal 

resistivity measurement 

The AziTrak deep azimuthal resistivity measure-

ment tool from Baker Hughes is being used exten-

sively in the Permian Basin to avoid NPT by

predicting the environment using an integrated

MWD/LWD response package, according to the

company. The tool has real-time distance-to-bed

boundary and apparent-dip calculations. It is

mainly being used because the intervals being tar-

geted are very thin and the laterals can be quite

long (commonly more than 4,000 ft). The intervals

being targeted generally have very little resistivity

contrast, making reservoir navigation difficult with-

out the deployment of advanced MWD/LWD tools,

according to the company.
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The intervals in the Permian Basin generally have very little resistivity contrast, making reservoir navigation 

difficult without the deployment of advanced LWD tools, such as AziTrak (pictured) and azimuthal gamma im-

aging. (Image courtesy of Baker Hughes)
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In addition to well placement, an electrical

imaging tool can be run while drilling to log the

complete lateral section. The images from Baker

Hughes’ StrarTrak high-definition LWD imag-

ing system covers 360° of the wellbore, the com-

pany said. In shale reservoirs the resolution of

these images allow the identification of natural

fractures, induced fractures, and faults. This

information can be used to help optimize the

stimulation program, avoiding areas where frac-

turing will be inefficient. According to the com-

pany, the tool reduces costs by eliminating

inefficient fracturing and has been shown to

increase production from a well by up to 20%.

Increasing top drive power

NOV updated its TDS-11SA top drive when it

released the TDS-11SH AC. The top drive is built

with more power density and torque, and as a

result, the company said, deeper drilling can be

achieved, both for vertical and horizontal work.

Robert Goodwin, NOV’s land rig solutions Top

Drive product line manager, said the demand for

longer drilling had much to do with the develop-

ment of this top drive. “We have seen a trend over

the last two years in long or horizontal drilling

which has put a reliance on more horsepower,

more speed, and more torque used out of our 

top drives.” 

With the operators and contractors pushing for

longer wells, higher torque is an absolute. Goodwin

said NOV used the TDS11SA, “And in the same pack-

age design, utilizing the majority of the components,

we upgraded this top drive and updated it to be able to

handle about 38 percent more torque in the same-

size package.” He added that the TDS11SH can rotate

and hoist at 500 tons.

The NOV TDS-11SH AC is capable of 51,000 ft-

lbs of continuous drilling torque at 110 rpm, with

75,000 ft-lbs of breakout torque. Powering this top

drive are two 550 HP air-cooled permanent magnet

AC motors.

Accuracy demands are addressed by controlling

torque and speeds using a Variable Frequency Drive

control system. NOV reported that a compact integral

power unit also is part of the package, eliminating

downtime for hydraulic service loops, according to
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NOV improved its TDS-11SA top drive when it released the TDS-11SH

AC. The top drive is built with more power density and torque. (Image

courtesy of NOV)
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the company. The unit has been designed for retro-

fitting with existing rigs and features a rapid-installa-

tion guide beam design. Software enhancements for

SoftSpeed II, Twister, and the Monkey Board colli-

sion warning system are available.

TDS11SH was just launched

by NOV, with the first unit

shipped in 4Q 2012. Before

release, the product was heavily

tested for its speed and torque at

NOV’s California facility.

Advanced drilling systems

With the increasing demand for

directional and horizontal wells

in unconventional plays, Baker

Hughes’ drilling systems pro-

vide precise wellbore placement

in one fast run, optimizing

drilling costs and maximizing

reservoir exposure, according

to the company.

For drilling efficiency, the

company’s automated RSS offers

precise steering control and near-

bit inclination measurement.

This helps operators drill a

smoother wellbore and place it

exactly in the sweet spot, thus

reducing drilling risk, Baker

Hughes reports.

The company’s AutoTrak

Curve RSS brings better down-

hole economics in unconven-

tional plays through precise

wellbore placement, faster

drilling, and the ability to drill

the vertical curve and lateral sec-

tion in one, according to the

company. It has the ability to drill

a high build-up rate curve up to

15°/100 ft.

Launched in March 2012,

the new drilling system has

been used in all major shale

plays in the US. The AutoTrak

Curve completed 3 million ft

within 22 months after the start of the field test.

AutoTrak Curve RSS is a complete BHA, which

includes a drill bit, steering unit, MWD, and a

power/pulser unit. The BHA is designed to improve

total operational efficiency for pad drilling opera-
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The AutoTrak Curve BHA with a Talon PDC bit is ready for deployment. (Image courtesy of

Baker Hughes)
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tions. Operational efficiency is achieved by reducing

BHA trips and by reducing flat time because the

BHA comes in one piece and does not require rig-

site programming. 

The RSS is controlled by the slow rotating

steering sleeve, which is positioned above the bit.

The steering forces can be adjusted manual or

automatically by means of smart control algo-

rithms, without interrupting the drilling process.

The Baker Hughes steering principle allows for

continuous steering, resulting in precise 3-D

steering as well as full control while drilling a

straight hole, according to the company. 

The motor-powered RSS helps reduce surface

torque and transfer power directly to the bit so max-

imum penetration rates can be achieved, minimiz-

ing harmful string dynamics and BHA or casing

wear for a quality wellbore in fewer runs. 

Rotary steerable systems

The Schlumberger PowerDrive family of RSS also

is enabling drillers in the Permian Basin to opti-

mize directional drilling performance for both

vertical and horizontal work. Having drilled more

than 100 million ft worldwide, the technology

has been deployed in unconventional formations

like the third Bone Spring to help improve pene-

tration rates and BHA performance.

In the third Bone Spring sands, Schlumberger

has used the PowerDrive Archer high build-rate

RSS to provide full directional control during its

runs in the unconventional target. Built on Pow-

erDrive X6 technologies, the PowerDrive Archer

RSS has a unique hybrid steering unit that

enables the driller to achieve maximum reservoir

exposure, according to the company. The system

also is fully rotational, which enables it to reduce

drag and decrease the risk of sticking while

drilling. Its closed-loop inclination hold mode

also ensures accuracy at high drilling speeds while

building high angles – from any deviation – in

one run, the company said.

Improving drilling penetration rates

In May 2012 Halliburton introduced its new fixed

cutter bits titled MegaForce, setting industry-

record penetration rates. These fixed cutter drill

bits have a dynamic cutting structure and matrix

material with multilevel force balancing. During

its press announcement, the company stated that

hydraulics and shank length deliver more than a

20% improvement in drilling penetration rates

for the MegaForce. 

As operators drill deeper and longer wellbores in

unconventionals, they will be attracted to any series

of bits that can

drill farther

and faster. 

Field work

in the Permian

with the

MegaForce bit

has drillers see-

ing a 50% to

70% reduction

in the number

of bits that

they need for

drilling a hori-

zontal well,

said Hallibur-

ton’s Dean

Prather. “We

think that may

be something

that will help

reduce the cost,

as well.” 

Case studies 

Field trial data for MegaForce bits tested in Uintah

County, Utah, as well as Leon, Upton, and Wheeler

counties, Texas, showed penetration rate and relia-

bility improvements over current fixed cutter bit

offerings. Drilling was logged at between 18% and

31% more footage. Following each run, MegaForce

bits were graded equal to or sharper than offset

bits, the company said. 

Remote monitoring software

The Baker Hughes Vision well-monitoring software is

a web-based service that, unlike traditional SCADA sys-

tems, provides operators with prebuilt user config-

urable screens that are easy to learn and navigate.
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In May 2012 Halliburton introduced

its new fixed MegaForce cutter bits

titled setting industry record pene-

tration rates. (Image courtesy of

Halliburton)
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Monitoring more than 3,000 electrical sub-

mersible pumps (ESPs) globally, with more than

half of them located in the Permian Basin, Baker

Hughes’ Vision well monitoring software contin-

ues to be successful in this region, according to the

company. The company’s XPVision monitoring

platform reduces an operator’s monitoring and

data analysis time. Baker Hughes’ engineers ana-

lyze the operational data coming in from the field

and then notify operators of any concerns and rec-

ommendations.

In the field 

An operator followed a chemical treatment pro-

gram by restarting a Permian Basin well but inad-

vertently restarted the well with the tubing and

casing valves closed. The well immediately began

to cycle, putting the ESP at risk of failure. A Baker

Hughes engineer was remotely monitoring the

ESP using XPVision monitoring software. Fewer

than 16 hours after the well was restarted, excep-

tion reports generated by XPVision software iden-

tified a rise in the ESP motor temperature and a

correspondingly high motor current. 

The engineer analyzing the reports also noted

that the pump intake pressure had a standard

deviation of more than 20%. Based on this infor-

mation, the engineer determined that either the

well was plugged or there was a valve problem.

This critical information was immediately given

to the operator. A pumper sent to the field by the

operator discovered the closed valves. Using the

methodology and feedback of XPVision, the oper-

ator avoided an ESP failure, prevented more than

eight hours of well downtime, saving significant

intervention costs, according to the company. 

Another customer operating a Permian Basic CO
2

flood partnered with Baker Hughes to evaluate the

benefits of using the XPVision monitoring

platform during a four-month trial.

The XPVision software delivered a

complete remote monitoring and opti-

mization service, allowing the observa-

tion of power usage, ESP parameters, well

conditions, and overall production per-

formance. Using a standardized process,

ESP engineers stayed proactive and ahead

of changing conditions, ensuring opti-

mal production and efficiency. In two

months, the real-time monitoring and

optimization service prevented 14 imme-

diate failures. The quick trending features

allowed analysts to view multiple wells at

one time. Exception reports allowed the

operator and field service technicians to

prioritize work. Each well had a live Auto-

graphPC model operating in the back-

ground to reconcile data differences

between the live data and software data

predictions. This allowed for real-time

diagnostics when systems began to oper-

ate in less-than-optimal conditions, sav-

ing the operator money. According to the

company, the operator also added 104

bbl of oil by increasing overall produc-

tion time.   ■
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The oil production renaissance in the Per-

mian Basin is in full bloom, and operators

are drilling out their inventories of liquids-rich

and oilier acres. Midstream operators are work-

ing hard to stay ahead of the surge in production.

But the rapid spread of unconventional technol-

ogy in this long-time producing basin makes it

seem as though for every barrel that midstream-

ers send out from the Permian, two barrels are

coming up from completed wells. Truly, the

pipelines, rail cars, and trucks that currently

move crude in the Permian are full to overflow-

ing, and the difficulty in taking crude out of the

basin is reflected in regional prices.  

In 4Q 2012, price spreads blew out between the

Permian’s local crude oil pricing point in Midland,

Texas, and the North American price point in Cush-

ing, Okla. By mid-November, the spot price for Mid-

land crude was  $20/bbl below prices for West Texas

Intermediate in Cushing. That mammoth discount

contrasts strikingly with the last five-year average

discount of 89 cents/bbl, according to Hart Energy’s

analysis of Bloomberg data. 

Reasons for the $20/bbl blowout in differentials

are largely credited to repair and maintenance work

on refineries in Borger and Big Spring, Texas. When

these outages piled on top of the burgeoning crude

volumes and already tight infrastructure, the Mid-

land-Cushing differential exploded. 

Still, Permian Basin crude will continue to suf-

fer midstream headaches during the first half of

2013. In 4Q 2012, Permian crude averaged

around $9/bbl less than Cushing crude, and

expectations are that the average differential will

widen to around $12/bbl through mid-2013. At

that point, additional outbound pipeline capac-

ity will come onstream, and the differentials

should lower substantially. 

Certainly, the price discounts and growing liq-

uids production are driving a new tranche of

infastructure development throughout the 

Permian Basin.

Basin takeaway

Three major projects are adding impressive take-

away capacity, some of which is coming on quickly. 

Sunoco’s Permian Express is adding 90,000

b/d in 1Q 2013, and an additional 60,000 bbl is

scheduled in the second half of 2013. The project

comprises a reversal of an existing line between

Wichita Falls and Wortham, Texas, and a new

line from Wortham to the Gulf Coast. Phase 2 

of this project will add another 200,000 b/d by

mid-2014. 

Meanwhile, Magellan Midstream Partners LP is

reversing its Longhorn line, which runs from Crane,

Texas, to the Gulf Coast. Initially, that will add

135,000 b/d of capacity. Phase 2 of the project will

add another 90,000 b/d, bringing total capacity to

225,000 b/d. Supporting this project, Magellan will

expand its delivery capability and improve refinery

connectivity in the greater Houston area. Another

Midstream constraints have been causing bottlenecks in the 

Permian Basin oil transportation system recently, but a surge 

of new projects promises relief in short order. 

Building, Rearranging,

and Reconfiguring   

By Hart Energy Staff
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Permian Basin Crude Outbound Capacity 

Operator Facility Explanation
Existing 
Capacity

(b/d)

Additional
Capacity

(b/d)
Start Date

Kinder Morgan Inc. 
Line 2000 Reversal /
Reconversion

During a 3rd quarter call with analysts, Kinder Morgan executives dis-
cussed reversal and reconversion of one or more segments of the El
Paso natural gas line from Texas to California back into oil service.

400,000 Speculative

Magellan Midstream 
Partners LP

Longhorn Pipeline 
Reversal

Reversal and conversion of its refined product 24-in. pipeline to
transport crude from El Paso to Houston, thereby bypassing Cushing,
Okla.

135,000 Mid-2013

Enhance the operational connectivity of the partnership’s existing
pipeline system.

90,000 Mid-2013

Plains All American Pipeline (87%),
Enterprise Products Partners (13%)

Basin Crude Oil Pipeline 519-mile crude oil pipeline from Permian basin to Cushing, Okla. 400,000 Existing

Basin Crude Oil Pipeline 
Expansion

Expansion of the pipeline segment from Colorado City, Texas, to
Cushing, Okla.

50,000 Existing

Plains All American Pipeline LP
(63%), Sunoco Logistics LP (37%)

Mesa Crude Oil Pipeline

The Mesa System, which originates near Midland, Texas, delivers
crude oil to Alon’s Big Spring, Texas, refinery and feeds both the
West Texas Gulf Pipeline, which serves markets south and east of
Cushing, Okla., and the Basin Pipeline system, which delivers crude
oil to the Cushing hub. 

320,000 100,000 Existing

Plains All American Pipeline LP
(40%), Sunoco Logistics Partners LP
(60%)

West Texas Gulf Crude
Pipeline

580-mile crude oil pipeline to Mid-Valley Pipeline and Gulf Coast . 300,000 Existing

West Texas Gulf Crude
Pipeline Expansion

Crude oil pipeline expansion - Houston (40,000 b/d), Longview (30,000
b/d) and Nederland (40,000 b/d) access.

110,000 1Q 2013

Occidental Petroleum Corp., Magel-
lan Midstream Partners LP

Centurion Pipeline Sys-
tem

2,750 miles of crude oil gathering pipeline from 
Midland, Texas, to Cushing, Okla., and 5.8 MMbbl 
storage capacity.

175,000 Existing

Sunoco Logistics Partners LP
Permian Express
Pipeline

Phase 1 - To be completed in 2 tranches, the project involves reversing
an existing pipeline to carry crude oil pipeline from West Texas at Wi-
chita Falls to Wortham, Texas, and then on to the Gulf Coast at Neder-
land, Texas.

90,000 Existing

150,000 4Q 2013

Phase 2 - Twin a 300-mile pipeline, parallel to the existing West
Texas Gulf Pipeline from Colorado City to Wortham and then connect
to the West Texas Gulf Pipeline to continue to Nederland.

200,000
Second half of
2014

Source: Hart Energy

Crude-by-Rail Terminals

Operator Location b/d Completion

EOG San Angelo, Texas – 5,000 2012

Atlas Oil Odessa, Texas
Phase 1 11,900 2011

Phase 2 23,800 2014

Cetane Energy, Murex Carlsbad, N.M. – 77,000 2012

Kinder Morgan Energy 
Partners LP,
Martin Midstream Partners LP, 
Watco Co's, Inc.

Pecos, Texas

Phase 1 65,000 2012

Phase 2 145,000 2013

Phase 3 120,000 2014

Phase 4 90,000 2015

Mercuria Energy Trading Panhandle, Texas – 30,000 2013

Source: Hart Energy
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New Intra-basin Crude Projects

Operator Facility Explanation
Additional
Capacity

(b/d)
Start Date

Bridger Logistics LLC Pecos River Pipeline Project
75 miles of crude oil pipeline from Delaware Basin near
Pecos, Texas, to Crane, Texas.

150,000 1Q 2013

Energy Transfer Partners LP,
Regency Energy Partners LP 

Trinity Pipeline
Convert 39-mile, 8-in. CO

2
pipeline from Reeves County,

Texas, to Lea County, New Mexico to crude oil service.
54,000 –

Hoover Energy 
(Eagle Oil & Gas)

Pecos Crossing Pipeline Phase 2 - Extend the pipeline south to Pecos County. – Proposal

Holly Energy Partners Crude Oil Pipeline System
Phase 2 expansion - Reactivation and conversion of 70-mile, 
8-in. petroleum products pipeline to crude oil service.

35,000 Early 2013

Plains All American Pipeline
LP

Crude Oil Pipeline System
145-mile crude oil pipeline from the Bone Spring, Spraberry
and Wolfberry areas in nine West Texas counties.

200,000 1Q 2013

North Spraberry Pipeline 
50-mile crude line will extend northward from Midland, Texas,
to Martin County, Texas, and west to Andrews County, Texas,
to transport Wolfberry and Spraberry production. 

40,000 1Q 2012

South Spraberry Pipeline

50-mile pipeline extending from Midland, Texas to north-
west Reagan County and connecting to PAA's existing
Spraberry Pipeline running to southeast Reagan county to
serve Glasscock, Reagan, Irion and Crockett Counties. 

60,000 1Q 2012

Source: Hart Energy

New NGL Pipeline Projects

Operator Facility Explanation
Additional
Capacity

(b/d)
Start Date

Energy Transfer Partners LP,
Regency Energy Partners LP 

West Texas Gateway NGL
Pipeline System (Lone Star
NGL LLC)

The project partners announced the 4Q 2012 in-service date
for the new 570-mile NGL pipeline with a 209,000 b/d ca-
pacity that extends from Winkler County in West Texas to
the Jackson County processing plant. The 150-mile Justice
NGL Pipeline continuing on to Mount Belvieu was also said
to be complete in 4Q 2012.

209,000 4Q 2012

DCP Midstream LLC (66.7%),
Spectra Energy Corp. (33.3%)

Sand Hills Pipeline LLC and
NGL Gathering Services 

New 720-mile, 20-in., Y-grade NGL pipeline system from
gas plants in the Permian Basin and South Texas to the var-
ious fractionator facilities along the Gulf Coast. NGL gath-
ering services for Sand Hills new pipeline through two new
interconnect points with West Texas LPG Pipeline. 

350,000 Mid-2013

NGL Pipeline
60-mile, 20-in. pipeline in Andrews and Ector counties in
West Texas.

– 2Q 2013

Energy Transfer Equity LP 

SUGS Red Bluff Project
Part of the project is a 53-km (33-mile), 10-in. pipeline to de-
liver NGL into Lone Star’s Permian-to-Mount Belvieu pipeline
expansion.

– Mid-2013

SUGS Mi Vida Project
Part of the project is an 7-mile, 10-in. pipeline to deliver
NGL into Lone Star’s Permian-to-Mount Belvieu pipeline ex-
pansion.

– Mid-2014

Source: Hart Energy
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New Natural Gas Infrastructure

Operator Facility Explanation
Capacity
(MMcf/d)

Start Date

Atlas Pipeline Partners LP / 
Pioneer Natural Resources Co. 

Midkiff-Benedum System
(West Texas System)

Increase Midkiff plant processing capacity on the West
Texas system. Phase - 2.

100 1Q 2013

Phase - 2 expansion. 100 1Q 2015

Sale Ranch System
Expansion of processing capacity - Initial capacity. 100 3Q 2012

Final capacity. 100 year-round

Driver Plant Cryogenic processing plant. 200 2Q 2013

Cimarex Energy Co. 
JT Facility, Culberson
County

The company is ramping the startup of this new processing
facility in the focus area of the Horizontal Wolfcamp to han-
dle 50 MMcf/d of gas production. The residue gas sales go
to El Paso Permian, while the NGL are trucked to various
market points. 

50 4Q 2012

Crestwood Midstream 
Partners LP

Bone Springs and Avalon
Gas Gathering System

46 miles of dry gas gathering system to be converted to rich
gas service.

50 4Q 2012

Crosstex Energy LP and
Apache Corp.

Deadwood Gas 
Processing Plant

On Nov. 5, 2012, Apache announced completion of Phase - 2
expansion of processing plant in Glasscock County.

50 Q4 2012

DCP Midstream LLC

Rawhide Natural Gas 
Processing Plant 

Rawhide natural gas processing plant in Glasscock County,
Texas.

75 Mid 2013

Processing Plants in South-
east New Mexico System

Artesia plant expansion. 100 2012

Linam Ranch plant expansion. 50 2012

Energy Transfer Equity LP

Southern Union Gas 
Services Red Bluff Project

Natural gas processing plant and associated gathering, com-
pression and treating facilities. 

200 Mid 2013

Upgrade Mi Vida Facility
Natural gas processing plant and associated gathering, com-
pression and treating facilities. 

200 Mid 2014

Kinder Morgan Energy 
Partners LP

Sasabe Lateral on the
South Mainline Pipeline

60-mile, 36-in. 60-mile, 36-in. diameter pipeline extension 
will carry natural gas from Kinder Morgan's El Paso pipelines 
to Mexican Border for export to Mazatlan, Mexico.  $60 million
project. 

210 Fall 2014

MidAmerican Energy 
Holdings Co.

Northern Natural Gas
Company Midmar plant

Connect the new MidMar Plant (60 MMcf/d) in Andrews
County, Texas, and expand the existing interconnect with
West Texas Gas in Martin County, Texas.

100 4Q 2012

Nuevo Midstream LLC
Ramsey Gas Gathering 
System

Phase 2 - Extension of the system with additional large 
diameter, natural gas gathering lines, and an interconnect 
to the El Paso natural gas pipeline.

– 2012

Phase 2 - Cryogenic processing plant and a second amine
treating facility.

100 2012

Regency Energy
Partners/Anadarko/
Chesapeake Energy

Ranch JV Expansion - 
Cryogenic Processing Plant

Construction of a cryogenic processing plant. 100 4Q 2012

Targa Resources Partners LP 
SAOU Gas Processing 
Cryogenic Expansion

In 4Q 2012, the partnership approved $225 million capex for
new cryogenic processing plant at SAOU 
in San Angelo, Texas.

200 Mid-2014

Source: Hart Energy
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crude oil pipeline project is the BridgeTex Pipeline.

Partners Occidental Petroleum Corp. and Magellan

Midstream Partners have confirmed Federal Energy

Regulatory Commission approval and shipper com-

mitments for 400 miles of new pipeline for the ven-

ture, now upsized to 300,000 b/d. BridgeTex,

scheduled for completion in mid-2014, will take

Permian oil from the Colorado City, Texas, area to

the Gulf Coast. This project also includes expanded

delivery capability and improved refinery connec-

tivity in the greater Houston area. 

On a smaller scale, partners Plains All American

Pipeline LP and Sunoco Logistics Partners LP are

adding approximately 40,000 b/d of capacity to

their existing West Texas Gulf crude pipeline

between Colorado City and Wortham. That will

raise the line’s Permian takeaway capacity to

265,000 b/d. 

On the speculative side, during a 3Q 2012 con-

ference call, Kinder Morgan Inc. executives dis-

cussed the reversal and reconversion of one or

more segments of the El Paso natural gas line to

oil service. That line runs from Texas to Califor-

nia. The company calls the project the Freedom

Pipeline and said that it would cost in the neigh-

borhood of $2 billion. 

Rail, truck transport

Additionally, rail transport is being used by pro-

ducers to move crude out of the basin, and esti-

mates of volumes range from 50,000 b/d to

100,000 b/d. One active shipper is Union Pacific,

which has a rail line that runs from Midland

through Colorado City and on to Dallas. The

capacity to send crude by rail from the Permian

Basin to consuming regions will likely continue

to play an important role in the overall logistical

portfolio, especially as offloading terminals are

completed in destinations such as the West Coast

that lack access via crude pipelines. 

By 2015 approximately 567,000 bbl of crude-by-

rail capacity will be added to send-out terminals

serving Permian Basin crude, according to Hart

Energy Research. 
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The Phase “1.5” capacity expansion of the 30-in. Seaway Pipeline

to 400,000 b/d (up from Phase 1 capacity of 150,000 b/d) came

online in early January 2013. The line stretches 500 miles from

Cushing, Okla., to the Gulf Coast and is operated by partners

Enbridge Corp. and Enterprise Products Partners. 

While the Permian Basin is not directly involved in the Seaway

line, the project already is impacting prices in West Texas. Sea-

way is actively relieving some of the bottlenecks at Cushing and

is helping to ease the price differentials between the various

onshore crude-producing regions. The Seaway expansion has thus

added flexibility to the overall US system.  

Historically, Permian producers have routed their crude to Cushing. From

there the oil went to refineries in the nation’s heartland. However, the recent surge in

production from the Bakken play in North Dakota and certain Midcontinent developments has overloaded Cush-

ing. The Seaway Pipeline now is taking Cushing oil directly to the Gulf Coast, providing a much-needed out-

let for producers. 

In 4Q 2012 Enterprise executives also announced that first oil was flowing into the ECHO crude oil ter-

minal. The 6-MMbbl Houston facility is designed to be interconnected with the Seaway Pipeline termi-

nus as well as to numerous local refineries. 

Phase 2 of the Seaway project, a 512-mile, 30-in. pipeline that will loop the existing Seaway Pipeline, has

been upsized to provide an incremental 450,000 b/d. That is scheduled for completion in early 2014.

Cushing Relief

http://hartenergy.com
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Truck transport is another option. In the

Delaware Basin, Western Refining Inc. put a truck

offloading and storage operation in service at year-

end 2012, and in 1Q 2013 the company will start up

a pipeline with capacity of 100,000 b/d.

Intra-basin projects

Midstream projects also abound within the basin.

Two recent projects of note are Plains All-American

Pipeline’s North Spraberry and South Spraberry

pipelines. The former is a 50-mile crude line that

extends northward from Midland to Martin

County, Texas, and west to Andrews County, Texas.

It will be used to transport Wolfberry and Spraberry

production, with capacity of 40,000 b/d. The latter

is a 50-mile pipeline extending from Midland to

northwest Reagan County. It connects to the com-

pany’s existing Spraberry Pipeline that runs to

southeast Reagan County. The new line serves

Glasscock, Reagan, Irion, and Crockett counties

and can carry 60,000 b/d. 

NGL, natural gas infrastructure

The largest capacity venture in the NGL space is the

Sand Hills Pipeline, a project owned by DCP Mid-

stream and Spectra Energy Corp. Sand Hills is a

new 720-mile NGL pipeline system that will reach

from gas plants in the Permian Basin and South

Texas to fractionators located along the Gulf Coast.

The line, scheduled for completion in mid-2013,

will be able to transport 350,000 b/d of Y-grade. 

Gas processors also are building several new facil-

ities and upgrading existing ones to handle the

demands of the new production coming onstream

throughout the basin. 

Atlas Pipeline Partners is bringing online its new

Driver cryogenic facility, with capacity of 200

MMcf/d, no later than early 2Q 2013. Based on the

robust production growth that Atlas is seeing from

its producer customers in the Permian Basin, the

company expects to be at 60% capacity at startup.

Management expects steady growth in volumes

throughout the year. 

Another new processing plant is the CrossTex

and Apache venture in Deadwood, Texas. The

cryogenic processing plant is already full at 50

MMcf/d, and further expansion is likely. It is a

50:50 joint venture between the partners, and

CrossTex is the operator.

Energy Transfer Partners has two projects in

progress in the Permian. The company’s Southern

Union Gas System (SUGS) Red Bluff project in

northern Reeves County, Texas, features 200

MMcf/d of processing capacity, 33 miles of 10-in.

NGL pipeline, and more than 25 miles of large-

diameter gathering pipeline. The NGL pipeline

will interconnect with the Lone Star NGL system.

It is projected to be in service in July 2013. Farther

south in central Reeves County, Energy Transfer is

upgrading its existing Mi Vida plant. When it goes

into service in mid-2014, Mi Vida will have 200

MMcf/d of processing capacity, 7 miles of 10-in.

NGL pipelines, and 30,000 hp field compression,

among other improvements. The NGL pipeline

also will interconnect with Lone Star, and residue

gas will connect to the Oasis system. ■
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The shale gale already has transformed nat-

ural gas markets in North America. Now,

with natural gas prices still in the doldrums and

NGL prices also coming under pressure, opera-

tors are focusing more attention on oily plays.

The Permian Basin, which covers nearly 50 coun-

ties in Texas and extends into southeastern New

Mexico, offers the kind of oil-weighted resource

base that operators are searching for.

The Permian is a mature oil-producing region,

with majors such as Chevron and ConocoPhillips

still exploiting large legacy acreage positions that

have been under production for decades. Much of

this acreage is in the Central Basin Platform (CBP),

a regional high, and New Mexico’s Northwest

Shelf, areas that have enormous conventional oil-

fields. Many currently are being operated as sec-

ondary and enhanced oil recovery projects, notably

waterfloods and CO
2

floods. The CBP dissects the

Permian into the shallower and more heavily

drilled Midland Basin to the east and the deeper

and less developed Delaware Basin to the west.

Large independents such as Occidental Petroleum,

Apache Corp., and Devon Energy have amassed

substantial positions in both of these basins, and

some of the acreage is prospective for several

stacked unconventional formations.

In the early 2000s, Permian operators working in

the Midland Basin began to drill Spraberry wells

deeper to pick up some Wolfcamp section, a car-

bonate and shale interval that lies below the

Spraberry. These “Wolfberry” wells are a tight oil

play. The very thick pay zones of carbonate debris,

sands, and organic-rich shales can be tapped with

relatively inexpensive vertical wells. The “Wolffork”

is a similar target consisting of the Clear Fork For-

mation and underlying Wolfcamp, and has been

developed in similar fashion to the Wolfberry.

Besides forays into these tight oil plays, oper-

ators are seeking to develop horizontal prospects

within the Permian Basin. One such target is the

Cline Shale, which is identified either as a basal

Permian (Wolfcamp) or Upper Pennsylvanian-era

shale. Most early prospecting in the Cline is tak-

ing place along the southeastern side of the Mid-

land Basin (in Reagan, Glasscock, Upton, and

Irion counties). Early entrants into this play

include Devon Energy, which planned to allocate

$350 million on a 15-well program for 2012, and

Laredo Petroleum which, by year-end, had com-

pleted 33 wells targeting the Cline and had

derisked 70,000 acres of its Garden City proper-

ties for Cline development.

Out west, in the Delaware Basin side, activity

has been focused on the Bone Spring and Wolf-

camp formations. The Bone Spring is correlative

to the Spraberry in the Midland Basin. The Bone

Spring is a mixture of shales, sands, and carbon-

ates, and the main drilling targets are the shales

and various sand intervals. The Bone Spring is

further subdivided into the Upper and Lower

Avalon (also called Leonard) shales and the first,

second, and third Bone Spring sands, all of which

are under development via horizontal wells in

various portions of the Delaware Basin.  Opera-

tors also are drilling horizontal wells that specif-

ically target the Wolfcamp in the basin.

Additionally, there is a vertical “Wolfbone” play,

The Permian Basin offers a melánge of conventional, tight oil,

and shale plays, and has a cast of operators to match. Here is a

look at the economic underpinnings of the resource plays 

most popular today.

Oil, Oil Everywhere

By Raphael Hudson
Senior Oil and Gas Analyst

PERMIAN BASIN: ECONOMICS
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primarily centered in Reeves County, Texas, in

which operators target both the Bone Spring and

the underlying Wolfcamp.

Occidental Petroleum, for instance, estimates

that anywhere from 150,000 to 200,000 net acres of

its Delaware Basin acreage is prospective for the

first, second, and third Bone Spring sands, alongside

200,000 Wolfcamp and 120,000 Avalon Shale net

acres. On the Midland side, Occidental estimates its

net acreage position as follows: 160,000, 140,000,

and 100,000 acres prospective for the Cline Shale,

Wolfcamp, and Wolfberry.

Smaller players can also find niches, but

must exercise caution and discipline

Developing the Permian is not an opportunity

only for large companies. A number of operators

have been able to thrive by focusing on the Per-

mian exclusively. These pure or near-pure Per-

mian plays include Concho Resources, Energen,

Laredo Petroleum, Approach Resources, and

Comstock Resources.

Concho Resources, with a market cap of only

one-eighth of that of ConocoPhillips, allocated

nearly twice as much capital as its bigger rival in

developing its 630,000 net acres in the Permian in

2012 – and is upping its Permian bet with another

$100 million in incremental capex for 2013. Like-

wise, Energen, Laredo Petroleum, and Approach

Resources are spending almost the entirety of their

2013 development budgets ($875 million, $725 mil-

lion, and $260 million, respectively) in the Permian.

Pioneer Natural Resources has sought a hybrid

approach, going it alone on its vertical Wolfberry

acreage while seeking a joint venture partner to help

finance its horizontal Wolfcamp development

efforts on close to 200,000 net acres in Upton, Rea-

gan, and Irion counties. The company believes that

it holds nearly 5.6 Bboe/d in net potential resources

in total, and nearly two-thirds of that is in its hori-

zontal Wolfcamp properties. Pioneer recently signed

a $1.7 billion agreement with Petrochina in which

the Chinese state-owned oil company obtains a 40%

stake in Pioneer’s Wolfcamp acreage in exchange for

$500 million in cash along with $1.2 billion in

drilling carry over six years.

While there has been increased interest in Per-

mian Basin resources, recent deals make it clear

that the Permian is not for everyone – over-levered

operators in particular. A number of operators have

sought to reduce exposure to the Permian or exit it

altogether in recent months as they look to shore up

their cash position and refocus on their core plays. 

Chesapeake fired the first major salvo, pulling

the trigger on three separate deals involving slightly

more than 1 million acres, daily production of

36,000 boe/d as of 2Q 2012, and netting a total of

$3.3 billion. Chesapeake still retains 470,000 mostly

undeveloped acres in the Midland Basin – an asset

that the company is likely to sell, given that it has

PERMIAN BASIN: ECONOMICS

Figure 1: Economics of Permian Basin Shale and  Tight Oil Plays

Play Well Type
Average 30-Day initial

production (boe/d)
Average EUR

(boe)
Well capex 
($ million)

Breakeven oil
price ($/bbl)

Avalon Horizontal 539 455,000 $6.4 $53.27

Bone Spring Horizontal 581 504,000 $6.1 $43.46

Wolfcamp Horizontal 608 529,000 $7.1 $52.07

Wolfberry/Wolffork Vertical 122 141,000 $1.9 $50.48

Source: North American Shale Quarterly
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not indicated that it considers the area a priority.

SandRidge Energy has since followed suit, selling

conventional Permian properties – mostly located in

the CBP, and producing 24,500 boe/d as of 3Q 2012

– to Sheridan Production Partners II for $2.6 billion.

SandRidge said its rationale for the deal was similar:

the need to raise cash and a desire to focus on its

Mississippi Lime prospects. Last but not least, For-

est Oil also has made it known that its 114,500 net

acres in the Permian are on the block – here too as

part of a larger divestiture campaign to shore up its

balance sheet.

With acreage derisking, horizontal drilling

is gaining more traction

For those with the financial resources and the con-

viction to stay, continued drilling activity is pro-

viding more data points to crunch and more

comparables and analogs to consider. As such, the

development profile of the resource plays in the

Permian Basin is tilting toward more horizontal

drilling of certain target intervals, and away from

Wolfberry- and Wolffork-style vertical drilling.  

Hart Energy estimates the breakeven oil price appli-

cable to Permian operators – on a net-acreage-weighted

average basis – currently is $50.18 for vertical wells, and

only slightly higher ($50.37) for horizontal wells (this

figure assumes a price deck of $90/bbl for oil, $42/bbl

for NGL, and $6/Mcf for gas, along with operating

expenses of $9/bbl and royalty and tax rates of 20% and

35%, respectively). The higher expected ultimate recov-

ery (EUR) rates reported on horizontal wells offset

the higher cost of these wells. Capex for horizontal

wells ranges from $5.5 million to $8.2 million, with

EURs ranging from 410,000 boe to 840,000 boe,

whereas costs and EUR ranges on vertical wells tend

toward $1.2 to $2.5 million and 120,000 boe to

270,000 boe, respectively.  

With operators gaining a greater understand-

ing of horizontal plays in the Permian they are

moving more aggressively towards horizontal

development. A range-bound WTI Cushing price

and weakening NGL prices have blunted the urge

for contracting rigs, and shorter spud-to-spud

turnaround times have obviated the need for

some of that hardware, too. Both have con-

tributed to declining Permian rig counts for the

past six months. Nevertheless, despite the lower

aggregate numbers, the share of horizontal rigs

employed in the Permian is growing (Figure 2).

PERMIAN BASIN: ECONOMICS

Figure 2: Permian Basin rig count by direction versus share of horizontal rigs. (Source: Hart Energy, based on

Baker Hughes data)
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A greater level of confidence in moving ahead

with horizontal drilling also is evident in some of

the early guidance on 2013 capex by operators

active in the Permian. For example, in early

November, Concho Resources announced a sub-

stantial re-orientation of its Permian develop-

ment plan, as it cut its (mostly vertical) New

Mexico Shelf capex budget by nearly 40% (relative

to its 2012 capex guidance) while doubling its

projected spend on Delaware horizontal targets

(i.e. Bone Spring, Avalon, and Wolfcamp). It also

announced a deal with Legacy Reserves LP, to

which it sold 120,000 net acres, mostly in the

New Mexico Shelf, accounting for 5,200 boe/d

of current production and 25.8 MMboe of proved

reserves. Approach Resources is another exam-

ple; in its 2013 capex guidance, the company 

cut its vertical Wolffork budged by nearly two-

thirds, to $26 million, while raising its Midland 

Wolfcamp horizontal budget by 40%, to 

$229 million.

There is upside to Permian unconventional

production, and operators are after it

A bottom-up analysis of the trends alluded to in

this article, conducted as part of Hart Energy’s

North American Shale Quarterly, show greater

emphasis on liquids production and the increas-

ing pace of derisking and development of uncon-

ventional resources in the Midland and Delaware

basins. This suggests that shales and tight for-

mations will continue to add volume to Permian

output as a whole. The analysis aims to isolate the

development of the resource plays, and thus does

not include production from conventional wells

or CO
2

injection projects. 

Development of the Permian resource plays is

expected to add incremental yearly volume of

roughly 200,000 boe/d between now and 2018

before the rate of growth begins to moderate.

The Permian is a large piece of real estate, with an

inventory of drilling locations to match – but the

decline rates exhibited by shale and tight oil wells

are rapid, and will gradually overcome the incre-

mental production from a growing slate of pro-

ducing wells. Nonetheless, on the aggregate, the

decline from peak production in 2026 of 1.8

MMboe/day will be gradual – suggesting that the

Permian Basin’s unconventional revival has many

years to run. ■

Source: North American Shale Quarterly
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Figure 3: Permian Basin tight oil and shale oil production forecast. (Source: North American Shale Quarterly)
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